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Automatically recognizing musical instruments in audio recordings is an important task
in music information retrieval (MIR). With increasing complexity of modeling techniques,
the focus of the Musical Instrument Classification (MIC) task has shifted from single note
audio analysis to MIC with real world polytimbral music. Increasingly complex models also
increase the need for high quality labeled data. For the MIC task, there do not exist such
large-scale fully annotated datasets. Instead researchers tend to utilize multi-track data to
obtain fine-grained instrument activity annotation. Such datasets are also known as strongly
labeled datasets (SLDs). These datasets are usually small and skewed in terms of genre
and instrument distribution. Hence, SLDs are not the ideal choice for training generalizable
MIC models.
Recently, weakly labeled datasets (WLDs), with only clip-level annotations, have been
presented. These are typically larger in scale than strongly labeled datasets (SLDs). However,
methods popular in MIC literature are designed to be trained and evaluated SLDs. These do
not naturally extend to the task of weakly labeled MIC. Additionally, during the labeling
process, clips are not necessarily annotated with a class label for each instrument. This leads
to missing labels in the dataset making it a partially labeled dataset.
In this thesis, three methods are proposed to address challenges posed by weakly labeled
and partially labeled data. The first one aims at learning using weak labels. The MIC task is
formulated as a multi-instance multi-label classification problem. Under this framework, an
attention-based model is proposed that can focus on salient instances in weakly labeled data.
The other two methods focus on utilizing any information that may be gained from data with
missing labels. These methods fall under the semi-supervised learning (SSL) framework,
where models are trained using labeled and unlabeled data. The first semi-supervised method
involves deep generative models that extend the unsupervised variational autoencoder
to a semi-supervised model. The final method is based on consistency regularization-
based SSL. The method proposed uses the mean teacher model, where a teacher model
maintains a moving average or low-pass filtered version of a student model. The consistency
xiii
regularization loss is unsupervised and may thus be applied to both labeled and unlabeled
data. Additional experiments on music tagging with a large-scale WLD demonstrates the
effectiveness of consistency regularization with limited labeled data.
The methods presented in this thesis generally outperform methods developed using
SLDs. The findings in this thesis not only impact the MIC task but also impact other music
classification tasks where labeled data might be scarce. This thesis hopes to pave the way
for future researchers to venture away from purely supervised learning and also consider





Music is a work of art where the primary medium of communication is sound. In the most
common form of musical communication, the composer produces a composition which
is rendered into a sonic realization by a performer to be then perceived and interpreted
by the listener [1]. The physical characteristics of sound: frequency, amplitude, duration,
and form are sensed by the listener as perceived characteristics: pitch, loudness, time, and
timbre [2]. The human auditory system enables us to understand musical concepts such as
rhythm, beats, and harmony, without so much as an active thought. We can follow along and
reproduce different rhythms [3], detect phrase boundaries [4], separate tones of different
instrument [5], and so on. These tasks can be managed by most people and often do not
require musical training.
The identification of musical instruments relies on the human ability to distinguish
between different sources of sound. Timbre is the property of sound that plays an important
role in the recognition of different sound sources. The Acoustical Society of America (ASA)
defines timbre as: “that attribute of auditory sensation which enables a listener to judge that
two nonidentical sounds, similarly presented and having the same loudness and pitch, are
dissimilar” [6]. This subtractive definition has often been criticized due to the absence of any
perceptual meaning being attributed to timbre. Research involving resynthesis of instrument
sounds with changes or simplification to the spectrum established that the spectrum of
sound produced by objects plays a major role in the perception of timbre [7, 8]. Listeners
were able to correctly discriminate instrument sounds for attacks such as spectral envelope
smoothing. However, frequency-variation smoothing, and frequency flattening led to poorer
discriminative ability.
In the quest to fully understand the dimensions of the timbre space, it was also found that
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the temporal envelope of sound played a role in timbre perception [9]. The temporal envelope
of sound can be characterized by the attack (onset), decay (drop in energy immediately
following the onset), sustain (steady state) and release (offset). Experiments involving
modifications to the envelope confirmed the importance of these characteristics, especially
the attack and sustain [10, 11, 12] thus leading to the conclusion that timbre has both spectral
and temporal dimensions. Musical instruments occupy different locations in this perceptual
timbre space, with the distances between them in this space largely dependent on their
physical properties [13]. These distances in the timbre space correlate to humans’ abilities
to distinguish and recognize different musical instruments.
With the rise of computational methods, researchers attempted to build computer systems
capable of audio signal analysis by combining knowledge gained from psychoacoustics,
Digital Signal Processing (DSP) and Machine Learning (ML). The field of computational
auditory scene analysis (CASA) generally aims to develop methods capable of understanding
input streams of audio, with widespread impact on speech processing and music analysis.
Automatic identification of musical instruments was one of the early problems in CASA with
published research dating back to 1995 [14]. Motivated by the need to explain and computa-
tionally model human perception of musical sounds, several studies utilized auditory-based
features for instrument recognition, achieving encouraging results for single note instrument
sounds [15, 16, 17].
Fast-forward to the present day, when music streaming services such as Spotify, Apple
Music, and Pandora have made music significantly more accessible. Computational music
analysis is a dedicated field of research known as Music Information Retrieval (MIR). The
MIR community brings together cutting-edge DSP and ML research to analyze, understand,
and even generate music. Systems for MIC, a task widely regarded as an important MIR
problem, saw improvements largely due to increased availability of data and improved
methods for audio analysis. However, as researchers aimed to build systems for MIC
involving more complex audio signals, several issues pertaining to music data came to the
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forefront. In this thesis, I expand upon these data challenges and present methods to tackle
them in the context of music instrument classification. The methods described in this thesis
are not specific to instrument classification and can easily be generalized to other MIR and
audio analysis tasks.
1.1 Motivation
Technological advancement has led to music creation, distribution, and consumption at a
massive scale. The ubiquitous nature of music drives the need to push the boundaries of mu-
sic technology even further. My research is motivated by the desire to improve audio content
analysis systems thus enabling machines to extract information from complex musical audio
signals. In particular, I am interested in creating systems capable of identifying the musical
instruments in a given music audio signal. While methods for instrument classification of
single-note recordings are fairly successful, they are unable to perform well for recordings
of music which contain multiple instruments (see Section 2.1). Compared to single-note and
single-instrument music, music with multiple instruments is more challenging to analyze and
has been the focus of instrument classification research in the MIR community recently [18,
19, 20, 21, 22]. The superposition of multiple instruments in time and frequency and the
variance of timbre and playing techniques for the same instrument are a few of the challenges
with multi-instrument music.
This thesis is driven by the need to address certain data challenges in MIC and the MIR
community as a whole. Deep learning methods continue to grow more powerful and popular
in domains like computer vision, speech processing and natural language processing. As
the MIR community is quick paced and adopts new modeling methods promptly, there
is a growing need for large-scale training data. Instead, the community faces a dearth of
large-scale datasets with only a handful of labeled datasets at a scale comparable to datasets
in vision or speech recognition. Collecting large-scale annotated data often requires trained
experts, is cost intensive, and is outpaced by the increasing need for data. Therefore, the
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most viable solution is to develop methods capable of leveraging few labeled data and larger
amounts of unlabeled data.
1.2 Applications
An additional factor motivating this thesis is the wide impact the MIC task has on the broader
field of music technology. Systems for MIC are applicable in several downstream MIR tasks,
as well as in direct consumer applications. The following non-exhaustive list of applications
shows how influential research in MIC has the potential to be.
1.2.1 Music Recommendation
Given the scale of music libraries accessible directly on smartphones via streaming services,
the quality of music recommendation makes or breaks the music listening experience for the
end-user. Collaborative filtering-based recommender systems [23, 24] are most commonly
used in present day streaming services, which utilize user listening or preference data. One
of the major drawbacks of such systems is the lack of user preference data for new songs.
This problem is popularly known as the cold-start problem [25].
One method to address the cold-start problem is to use content-based recommendation
systems along with collaborative filtering. Such systems rely on information extracted from,
or metadata associated with new tracks to compute similarity scores to existing tracks in
the library which enables the system to recommend these new tracks [26, 27, 28]. This
metadata may contain information such as the genre, artist, tempo, instruments, mood, etc.
The best example of metadata-based recommendation in practice is Pandora — a popular
music streaming service. The Music Genome Project 1 at Pandora utilized experts annotate
large catalog of music with 450 music ’genes’ or features. Similarity between tracks can
then be computed using this 450-dimensional feature vector [29].
One potential challenge with expert annotations is the inhibitive cost. Thus, methods to
1https://www.pandora.com/about/mgp (Last accessed: 7/12/2020)
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Figure 1.1: Music source separation: Methods for source separation process a mixture of
sources to extract individual source audio as shown. The input song on the left contains
bass, drums, guitars, and vocals, which are extracted by the source separation system. These
systems are evaluated using metrics such as source-to-distortion ratio (SDR), source-to-
interference ratio (SIR), and source-to-artifact ratio (SAR). SDR measures the amount of
distortion the system introduces to the individual source audio. SIR measures the interference
from other other sources. SAR measures the number of sonic artifacts introduced by the
system.
automatically extract relevant metadata are increasingly being researched [30, 31]. Instru-
mentation metadata is especially important since instruments have a strong influence on the
overall timbre of a song. Additionally, availability of instrumentation allows recommender
systems to learn user preference in terms of instruments and consequently recommend music
based on instrument preference.
1.2.2 Music Source Separation
Music source separation is the task of extracting audio signals of specific sources from a
mixture of sources. Figure 1.1 depicts the source separation task. While a lot of research has
been conducted in blind music source separation [32, 33, 34], there are also several works
utilizing additional information such as score-informed source separation [35, 36, 37, 38].
Recent work studied the impact of instrument or vocal activity on source separation
performance [39, 40, 41, 42, 43]. Hung and Lerch used multi-task learning to train a
source separation model jointly with an instrument activity detection model and demonstrate
improved performance for source separation [39]. Slizovskaia et al. utilized instrument
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activity conditioning for source separation and found the method to be effective for cases
where the number of sources is greater than 2 [43]. Similarly, Swaminathan and Lerch used
vocal activity as an additional input to a vocal separation model and found the separation
performance to improve across all metrics [40]. They also utilized a pre-trained vocal
activity detection network to extract vocal activity which is subsequently used as input to
the separation model. Stoller et al. utilized a multi-task learning approach to jointly predict
vocal activity and separate vocals [41]. They found improvement in performance for both
tasks. These studies demonstrate the usefulness of MIC in the source separation task.
1.2.3 Music Transcription
Note that the metadata extracted for recommendation systems typically represent higher-level
information about the corresponding music, such as genre or mood. However, one of the
main goals of MIR is the development automatic music transcription (AMT) systems [44],
which extract lower-level information from musical audio, such as pitch, note onsets, and
their duration. One example of an ideal AMT system takes as input a musical audio signal
and outputs a symbolic representation of the performed music such as the musical score or
tablature. Figure 1.2 illustrates AMT systems from a high-level. AMT is particularly useful
in music creation, music education, archival activities for old records, as well as studies for
improvisatory music performance.


















Figure 1.2: Automatic Music Transcription: The goal is to go from audio to a symbolic
representation of the music in the audio, in this case, sheet music. The task involves several
sub-tasks. These tasks include, but are not limited to, pitch tracking, tempo estimation,
beat or downbeat detection, key detection, chord detection, instrument classification, and
structure analysis. Each of these sub-tasks are important in obtaining information that is
vital to the final transcription.
(vi) Onset detection
(vii) Instrument or voicing detection
(viii) Structure analysis
(ix) Expressive timing and ornamentation detection
The methods addressing the aforementioned sub-problems may be combined in various
ways to achieve an AMT system. Current research on AMT typically involves single
instrument recordings, with most of the work focusing on piano [46, 47]. This, however,
does not mean that AMT literature is only limited to piano recordings. While there exist
recent works that focus on music with multiple instruments, they are rare and restricted to
classical music recordings [48].
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1.2.4 Automatic Drum Transcription
Automatic drum transcription (ADT) is an MIR task that shares commonalities with both
AMT as well as MIC. The task deals with transcribing drums in both isolated and multi-
instrument recordings [49]. While the end product of ADT is a transcription of the drum
performance, the ADT task can be considered a special case of instrument classification.
This is so because the drum-kit consists of several different instruments and the transcription
task can essentially be converted into an activity detection problem. Thus methods for MIC
may very well be applied to the task of ADT.
1.2.5 Music Search and Retrieval
The usefulness of semantic metadata is not restricted to music recommendation systems or
being able to use instrument search terms for music. The vast libraries of music that are now
very easily accessible through mobile devices need to be have intelligent search capabilities.
Systems capable of extracting instrument activity in songs would allow for interesting
opportunities in music search. For example, users who may be interested in listening to a
guitar or saxophone solo gain the ability to search within songs for the regions of interest.
Additionally, user-interfaces for music listening can be adapted based on instrument activity,
as illustrated by [50]. Instrument-based music search would also prove useful for music
creators. Organizing and searching music samples in large sample libraries can benefit from
MIC research by allowing creators to sort by instruments, for example.
1.2.6 Multi-Task Learning in MIR
Multi-task learning (MTL) is a ML concept in which models are supervised using data for
multiple related tasks. The idea is that a shared model for two related tasks generalizes
better due to the presence of different but related supervisory signals from the same do-
main [51]. The reason this works is the shared representation that is learned for multiple
tasks incorporates domain-specific inductive bias that is helpful for all tasks the model is
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being trained for.
MTL has been widely adopted in MIR literature for several tasks besides source separa-
tion (see Section 1.2.2), such as: tempo, beat, and downbeat estimation, transcription, and
drum transcription [52, 46, 53, 54]. Similarly, MIC or instrument activity detection has be
used in an MTL setting combined with pitch detection [55]. MIC can be combined with
other related MIR tasks as well, such as genre classification, mood classification, automatic
tagging, and music transcription. Generally speaking, the field of MIR consists of several
inter-related MIR tasks. The MTL framework may be applied to develop networks of MIR
tasks leading to large monolithic models that solve multiple tasks with the potential to
outperform individual models for each task.
1.3 Data Challenges
The research workflow for MIC follows a fairly standard template. Initially, a dataset
of music is collected, and a set of instruments is chosen. The music is then annotated
with instruments present or absent. The next phase typically involves feature extraction:
conversion of raw audio data to a representation suitable for ML models to ingest. This may
involve spectro-temporal audio features [56, 57] or a deep neural network-based acoustic
model which learns features from the raw data [18, 20]. The dataset is then divided into a
training and testing set. The processed training data is used to train a model to infer the
instruments present or absent. Finally, performance of the model is evaluated using the
testing set.
This workflow is essentially identical for most supervised learning problems across
different application domains like automatic speech recognition, computer vision, and
natural language processing. With the advancement in deep learning in recent years, most
applied research involves data preprocessing, followed by constructing a deep neural network
incorporating desired inductive biases which is then trained to perform the task at hand. As
mentioned briefly in Section 1.1, one of the key factors in the effectiveness of deep learning
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has been the scale at which data is now available. Investment in large-scale data collection
and data annotation has benefited domains like computer vision and speech recognition,
where DNNs are now deployed in production-level services2.
MIR as a field, on the other hand, has yet to grow to a stage where there are several
large-scale audio datasets available for various tasks within the field. With the exception of
automatic tagging [58] and piano transcription [59], most tasks in MIR are accompanied
by smaller scale publicly available datasets. The MIC task faces the same challenge of
having limited labeled data. The obvious approach to overcome this challenge is to collect
more large-scale annotated data. However, collecting large-scale annotated data is not as
straightforward as simply crowd-sourcing new annotations. Annotators are required to be
have some degree of music proficiency. The need for music experts and the fact that manual
audio tagging is involved makes the process expensive, both in terms of time and money,
thus making this approach difficult.
Another approach to overcome the aforementioned challenge is to investigate methods
that can learn effectively with limited labeled data. MIC research has almost exclusively
utilized supervised learning methods (see Section 2.1). However, ML algorithms are not
limited to supervised learning with labeled data. ML researchers have spent decades
developing methods to learn using data with missing labels and unlabeled data, which led
to semi-supervised and unsupervised learning methods [60, 61, 62, 63]. Despite labeled
music datasets being small in scale, the abundance of unlabeled music data that is available
may indeed prove useful. The methods proposed in this thesis are an attempt to shed some
light on the applicability of methods that do not solely rely on labeled data, in the hopes
of steering the focus of research in MIR away from strongly supervised towards weakly
supervised methods.
2https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/cognitive-services/ (Last Accessed: 7/13/2020)
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1.4 Outline
The first two chapters of this thesis set the background for musical instrument classification,
introduce the challenges that this thesis aims to address, and frame the research questions.
Chapter 2 also presents and compares models for strongly supervised instrument classifica-
tion discussing various issues with the experiment setup and data which eventually led to
the experiments with weakly labeled data. Chapter 3 addresses one of the data challenges:
learning from weakly labeled audio data. This chapter pertains to the first research question,
and focuses on an attention-based model that uses adaptive aggregation of model predictions
to infer the final labels for input audio. chapters 4 and 5 address the second challenge:
learning from missing labels or unlabeled data. These chapters answer the second and third
research questions respectively. These research questions pertain to the usage of generative
models in MIC and the impact of unlabeled data. Both of the chapters present methods for
semi-supervised learning, with generative models for semi-supervised learning being the
focus of chapter five, and consistency regularization-based semi-supervised learning being
the focus of chapter six. The seventh and final chapter brings the conclusions from the three
broad experiments together and discusses future directions of research. Figure 1.3 depicts
the structure of this thesis diagrammatically.
The contents of this thesis have been published in the following publications:
• Siddharth Gururani and Alexander Lerch, “Mixing Secrets: A Multi-Track Dataset
for Instrument Recognition in Polyphonic Music,” in Late Breaking Demo (Extended
Abstract), Proceedings of the International Society for Music Information Retrieval
Conference (ISMIR), 2017.
• Siddharth Gururani, Cameron Summers, and Alexander Lerch, “Instrument Activity
Detection in Polyphonic Music using Deep Neural Networks” in Proceedings of the
International Society for Music Information Retrieval Conference (ISMIR), 2018.















RQ1 RQ2, RQ3 RQ3
Figure 1.3: High-level outline of the thesis
for Music Instrument Recognition” in Proceedings of the International Society for
Music Information Retrieval Conference (ISMIR), 2019.
Chapter 2 introduces the task of MIC in detail and provides a background of the variants
of MIC followed by a thorough literature survey. Section 2.2 describes various datasets that
are used for MIC, followed by a discussion on the evaluation metrics used to measure model
performance. Section 2.4 describes previous work on strongly supervised MIC, ending with
a discussion on the potential issues. Section 2.5 discusses the pros and cons of working with
strongly and weakly labeled data. Finally, Section 2.6 lists the three research questions that
are addressed in this thesis.
In Chapter 3, the focus is on 2.6. The chapter begins with a discussion of the potential
issues with applying methods geared towards strongly labeled data to weakly labeled data.
Section 3.1 discusses literature in sound event detection pertaining to weakly labeled audio
classification. The following Section 3.2 discusses the multi-instance learning framework
and frames the MIC problem within it. An attention-based model is presented and evaluated
in sections 3.3 and 3.3.2.
Generative modeling-based semi-supervised learning is discussed in Chapter 4. This
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chapter focuses on 2.6 and 2.6. First, a background on semi-supervised learning methods
is given in Section 4.1.1. Next, the multi-label MIC task is converted into instrument-wise
binary classification problems in 4.2. Section 4.3 presents the theory behind the deep
generative model, followed by the model architecture in Section 4.4, and the evaluation in
Section 4.5.
Chapter 5 addresses 2.6 and studies the impact of unlabeled data in the MIC task. As in
previous chapter, this chapter opens with a discussion about consistency regularization-based
SSL research. Section 5.3 describes the specific version of consistency regularization used
in this thesis: the mean teacher approach. The mean teacher approach is evaluated for the
MIC task in Section 5.4. Section 5.5 focuses on studying the effectiveness of the method
using a larger scale dataset: million song dataset for the task of music tagging.
Finally, Chapter 6 collects the various insights gained during the course of thesis. The
various contributions are listed in Section 6.1. Section 6.2 closes out the thesis with a few





Musical instruments play a vital role in shaping the overall timbre or style of music. While
the human ear is fairly successful at discerning and identifying various instruments being
used in a song, computer algorithms are unable to perform the same task reliably. Recogniz-
ing musical instruments in an audio signal has been an active area of research in the field of
MIR for the last two and a half decades [14, 64] and there has been tremendous progress in
that time.
This chapter serves as an introduction to the MIC task discussing past literature for
different variants of MIC. Next, various datasets that are commonly used for MIC are
presented followed by metrics that are used to compare and evaluated MIC systems. A
deep neural network-based method for strongly supervised MIC is presented, culminating
in a discussion of various issues with the experiment setup and data. Having pointed out
the issues pertaining to data, strongly and weakly labeled datasets are compared. The
strongly supervised MIC experiment serves as the basis for my research questions, which
are subsequently presented.
2.1 Background
A musical instrument is a specifically constructed device which when excited by force
produces vibrations with distinct frequencies and amplitudes [65]. The source-filter model
has also been used to describe the sound generation mechanism of instruments. In this
model the musical instrument may be considered as two parts: (i) 1. the source, or the
part that starts vibrating (e.g. strings on a guitar, drum head), and 2. the filter, or the part
that resonates and shapes the tone of the resulting sound (e.g. the body of a guitar). Both
of these physical entities vary across different instruments which give each instrument
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its characteristic timbre. Additionally, electrical and electronic components may also be
incorporated in instruments for different purposes, such as amplifying a signal in an electric
guitar, or generating sound waves with various characteristics in synthesizers. As discussed
in 1, the perception of timbre is closely related to spectro-temporal characteristics of the
sound. Early research in MIC aimed to identify the features that made it possible for humans
to differentiate and identify instruments, and subsequently also attempt to train machines to
do the same [16].
The MIC task may be generally defined as follows: given a set of musical instrument
labels, detect the presence, activation strength of absence of these instruments in a given
audio signal. The input audio signal may be monotimbral (containing a single instrument) or
polytimbral (containing multiple instruments). The musical instruments may be monophonic
or polyphonic based on the ability to produce only a single note or multiple notes at the same
time. In literature, the terms monophonic and monotimbral are often used interchangeably.
Similarly, the terms polyphonic, polytimbral and multi-instrument are used interchangeably.
Research in MIC can broadly be divided into three distinct tasks based on the type of
audio signal being analyzed:
(i) MIC with monophonic or monotimbral music,
(ii) Predominant instrument recognition in polytimbral music,
(iii) Classification of multiple instruments in polytimbral music.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the differences between the three tasks. Note that these tasks are
arranged also in increasing order of complexity. The difficulty in recognizing instruments in
a multi-instrument setting may be attributed to:
(i) large variance in timbre, performance style or playing techniques within the same
instrument class,















Figure 2.1: Three variants of MIC are shown above, arranged in increasing order of complex-
ity from left to right. In the monophonic instrument classification task (left) the input audio
(shown using the spectrogram representation) consists of a single instrument. The first two
clips are single-note recordings. The third clip is a continuous recording of a monophonic
instrument. Predominant instrument classification (center) deals with polyphonic music
which may contain multiple sources. The goal of systems for predominant instrument
classification is to classify the single most salient instrument in the clip. In multi-instrument
classification (right) the input is polyphonic music and may contain multiple instruments.
However, as opposed to predominant instrument classification, in this case all instruments
in the clip are detected or classified.
(iii) superposition of instruments in time and frequency, and
(iv) masking of instruments due to different mixing levels.
Note that any mention of MIC without a qualifying prefix refers to the classification of
multiple instruments, as that is the focus of this thesis.
2.1.1 MIC with Monophonic Music
In this task, instrument classification may be performed on sounds at the note-level or on
continuous audio signals of solo instrument performances. This task is setup as a multi-class
classification problem. This is one of the few tasks in MIR that is widely regarded as a solved
problem although there are yet a few unanswered research questions [66]. An extensive
survey of early work in note-level instrument classification was conducted by Herrera et
al. [56]. More recent literature is reviewed in [66] for both note-level and solo instrument
classification. Most research involves the traditional approach of engineering features that
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reflect timbral characteristics of sound followed by ML classifiers such as Gaussian mixture
models (GMMs) [57, 16] or support vector machines (SVMs) [67].
In addition to extracting spectro-temporal audio features, feature learning has also been
applied to this task. Yu et al. utilize sparse cepstral codes and an SVM for classifying
single-source and multi-source (polyphonic) audio [68]. Han et al. propose to use sparse
coding for learning features from mel-spectrograms extracted from a dataset of single-note
audio clips for 24 instruments. An SVM is trained to classify the instruments using the
learned features [69].
2.1.2 Predominant Instrument Recognition
This task is an extended form of solo instrument classification and involves identifying
the ‘predominant’ or lead instrument in a polytimbral audio signal. This task is also setup
as a multi-class classification problem. The typical setup for predominant instrument
classification involves model training using short clips of polytimbral audio labeled with a
single predominant instrument. During test time or inference time, audio is segmented into
short clips (of equal length as training clips) and passed to the system for prediction. This
circumvents the potential issue of there being multiple predominant instruments.
Eggink and Brown utilize pitch tracking and extract the partials of the most dominant
fundamental frequency to identify a solo instrument in polyphonic backgrounds achieving
86% accuracy on 5 instruments [70]. Livshin and Rodet used a feature selection method with
a large set of audio features to perform close to real-time solo instrument classification [71].
They achieve 85% accuracy on 7 instruments with the reduced feature set.
Fuhrmann et al. extract a large set of features representing a frame and perform predomi-
nant instrument detection in real-world audio signals using one SVM per instrument [72].
Bosch et al. extend the work by utilizing source separation to segregate the polyphonic audio
into streams: ‘bass’, ‘drums’, ‘melody’ and ‘other’. The segregated audio is subsequently
used for classification [73].
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Han et al. apply deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for the task and report
a significant improvement of results over previous approaches [18]. They use sliding
windows of short clips of audio during test time and aggregate the model predictions using
various post-processing techniques. They achieve a macro-average F1-score of 50.3% on 11
instruments.
2.1.3 Multiple Instrument Classification
This task further extends predominant instrument classification to also identify background
instruments. Usually, methods for this task aim to detect the presence or absence of a pre-
determined set of instruments in input audio. This task is setup as a multi-label classification
problem. The major difference between this task and the predominant instrument recognition
task lies in the fact that predominant instrument recognitions methods only need to recognize
the foreground instrument, which is often louder and therefore easier to classify than
background instruments.
Kitahara et al. extract spectral and temporal features along with PCA and Latent Dis-
criminant Analysis (LDA) for classification of five instruments in duo, trio, and quartet
music [74]. The data is generated using instrument sound samples and MIDI files from
the RWC dataset [75]. The desired number of instruments is obtained by mixing different
voices together. Heittola et al. combine the results of Non-negative Matrix Factorization
(NMF) with excitations of notes obtained from a multi-pitch tracking algorithm [76] to
extract harmonic spectra from a mixture signal. The separated spectra are represented by
MFCCs and classified with a GMM [77]. They also use the RWC dataset [75] to generate
audio data with up-to 6 note polyphony, achieving 59% recognition rate on 19 instruments.
Recently, multi-track recordings have gained popularity in the multi-instrument classi-
fication task. The benefit of using multi-track data is that fine-grained instrument activity
labels can be automatically obtained. Section 2.2 discusses more details about multi-track
datasets for MIC. Li et al. [22] trained CNNs on raw audio for multi-instrument classifica-
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tion using the MedleyDB dataset [78]. Gururani collected, processed, and released a new
multi-track dataset called Mixing Secrets [79] which was then combined with MedleyDB
and utilized for multi-instrument classification [20]. Section 2.4 discusses my experiments
with multi-track data in more detail. Hung et al. utilized the fine-grained (audio frame-level)
instrument activity and pitch annotations in the classical music dataset: MusicNet [48] and
showed the benefits of pitch-conditioning on model performance [19]. Hung et al. further
showed that a multi-task learning approach for instrument recognition, where instrumenta-
tion and pitch are jointly predicted, outperformed pitch-conditioned models [55].
2.2 Datasets for MIC
There have been several datasets made available for instrument recognition. Each is suitable
for different forms of instrument classification such as the MUMS dataset [80], UIowa
MIS [81], RWC dataset [75] for monophonic instrument classification, IRMAS dataset [73]
for predominant instrument classification, and the OpenMIC dataset [82] for MIC. Here the
focus is on datasets for polytimbral MIC.
Datasets for MIC can be categorized as:
• Strongly Labeled Dataset (SLD): clips of audio are annotated with the precise timing
of presence and absence of instrument activity [83].
• Weakly Labeled Dataset (WLD): presence or absence or instruments is indicated in
audio clips. Richer annotations, such as, timing, or duration of relevant instruments is
not available [83].
Note that this definition of ‘weak labels’ is loosely connected to the corresponding usage of
the term in image classification. Weakly labeled images refer to images that are collected
using keyword-based image search engines [84]. Compared to manually labeled images,
weakly labeled ones are noisy in nature and lead to poor classification performance of
supervised learning-based approaches.
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Figure 2.2: The genre distribution of the combined MedleyDB and Mixing Secrets dataset
after accounting for bleed. Note that the genre labels are chosen based on those available in
the MedleyDB dataset. For the Mixing Secrets dataset, the genre labels included sub-genres
such as technical death metal. The sub-genres were mapped to the closest MedleyDB genre.
Most past research for MIC primarily focuses on utilizing SLDs for training. A challenge
with building datasets — especially SLDs — for MIC is that it is difficult as well as expensive
to completely label all time-steps of a song with all the instruments present in it. One way
to address this is to synthesize polyphonic, multi-instrument music using single-note data
and MIDI files [85, 74, 77]. Recent studies [19, 20, 22] utilized multi-track datasets such as
MedleyDB [78] and Mixing Secrets [79] to obtain fine-grained annotation for instrument
activity from isolated instrument stems or tracks.
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Figure 2.3: Multi-Track data in a Desktop Audio Workstation (DAW). The ‘mixture’ track
is a mix of the four other tracks, also known as ‘stems’, with varying mixing coefficients.
These tracks are collected during a recording session. The instrument activity may be
estimated by processing the stems.
2.2.1 Multi-track Datasets
Multi-track data are a rich source of data for MIR tasks. These usually contain complete
recording sessions for songs which in turn are composed of: (i) raw tracks, which are usually
raw recordings of individual instruments, (ii) stems, which are post-processed versions of the
raw tracks, and (iii) mix track, which is the final mixed version of the song. Multi-track data
is appropriate for MIC since the instrument stems can be processed to obtain the instrument
activations in the mix track at any desired time-resolution. Thus, SLDs for MIC may be
constructed using multi-track data. An illustration of multi-track data is shown in Figure 2.3.
The MedleyDB [78] and Mixing Secrets datasets [79] are two multi-track datasets that
have been utilized for MIC. MedleyDB consists of 254 publicly available multi-tracks and
76 additional multi-tracks available upon request. The Mixing Secrets dataset consists of
258 multi-tracks. One issue with multi-track data is that there may be tracks where the
stems have crosstalk or bleed. For such tracks, stem activations for a certain instrument may
contain activity from another instrument. Such tracks are ignored for the purpose of MIC.
The genre distribution for the combined dataset is shown in Figure 2.2.
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2.2.2 OpenMIC Dataset
The OpenMIC is a recent effort by Humphrey et al. to create a large scale open licensed
music dataset for MIC [82]. The dataset is the largest scale WLD for MIC, containing 20000
10 s clips, each from a unique song, and annotated with up to 20 instrument labels. The
songs are chosen from the FMA dataset [86], a large collection of freely available music.
A property unique to the OpenMIC dataset is that it contains both positive and negative
classes. This implies that clips with positive class of an instrument contain that instrument,
while those with the negative class of an instrument do not contain that instrument. Clips
without a positive or negative class label for an instrument may or may not contain that




The task of monophonic MIC is formulated as a multi-class classification problem. Systems
are required to pick one of the instruments they have been trained to classify. Most literature
in monophonic MIC utilizes standard metrics for multi-class classification for evaluation
such as accuracy or error rate, precision, recall, and F1-score or F-measure. The report














where M is the number of instruments being classified, Ci is the number of correct classi-
fications for instrument i, and Ni is the total number of data points for instrument i. The
micro-average strategy is used for balanced datasets while the macro-average strategy is
used for imbalanced datasets to avoid skewing results for minority instruments.
2.3.2 Polytimbral MIC
Evaluating polytimbral MIC systems is not as straightforward as monophonic MIC. MIC is
a multi-label classification problem, meaning that each data point may be associated with
multiple instrument labels. These labels may be of a positive or negative class, indicating the
presence or absence of the corresponding instrument label, respectively. Thus, evaluation is
performed by treating MIC as multiple binary classification problems.
Standard binary classification metrics are used to evaluate the performance per instrument
label, such as accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score. These metrics require a threshold to
be used to make a classification decision. To compare methods, threshold agnostic binary
classification metrics such as area under receiver-operator characteristic curve (AUROC) is
also used. While the AUROC is a valid metric for comparison of systems, especially for
imbalanced classes where thresholding might be tricky, metrics such as accuracy, precision,
recall, and F1-score paint a clearer picture about the actual performance of individual
systems.
For the methods described in this thesis I used the following evaluation methodology.
Since the MIC problem is typically imbalanced, it is not appropriate to use simple binary
classification accuracy. Adhering to best practices for imbalanced binary classification, the
precision, recall and F1-score to evaluate performance of all models per instrument and
macro-averaged. Note that precision, recall and F1-score ignore the true negative predictions.
This is not ideal since the data can be imbalanced between positives and negatives. For a
fair evaluation, the metrics are computed for both classes separately. The F1-scores for both
positive and negative class are averaged to obtain a macro-averaged F1-score per instrument.
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Note that in terms of binary classification, the F1-score for negative class is simply the
harmonic mean between the negative predictive value and the specificity. This methodology
is a modification of that utilized by Humphrey et al. [82] to evaluate their baseline model
on the OpenMIC dataset. They utilize the support weighted average of the two F1-scores
instead of macro-average. This skews the metric in favor of the majority class for each
instrument label.
Finally, to compare the overall performance of different models with each other, we
average the precision, recall, and F1-scores of each instrument to obtain the overall macro-
averaged precision, recall, and F1-score, which will be referred to as overall precision, recall,
and F1-score respectively.
2.4 Strongly Supervised Instrument Classification
This section focuses on some of my earlier work on multi-instrument classification [20]. The
term ‘strongly supervised’ has to do with the nature of data being utilized to train models for
MIC. Strong supervision in the context of this thesis implies that MIC models are trained
using SLDs. Similarly, weakly supervised MIC implies that a WLD is utilized instead.
For this experiment, the task is to train deep neural networks using strongly labeled
data to detect the presence of 18 instruments in polytimbral music. We named this task
instrument activity detection (IAD) as it deals with fine time resolution (1 s) which may be
used to obtain time-series of instrument activity in longer clips of audio. Multi-track datasets
MedleyDB and Mixing Secrets are combined for this experiment. The models are trained
using 1 s clips of audio annotated with instrument activity. We compared simple multi-layer




The premise of this experiment was to determine the effectiveness of different kinds of neural
network architectures for the IAD task. DNNs are particularly useful due to their ability to
approximate complex non-linear functions mapping an input feature space to the outputs.
Thus, raw or minimally processed data can be used as an input to a DNN which may then
learn features relevant for the task at hand. We utilize three standard architectures for the
task: MLP, CNN, and CRNN. The convolutional layers in the CNN and CRNN incorporate
inductive biases shown to work well with audio spectrograms [87, 88]. Furthermore, the
recurrent layer in the CRNN incorporates the ability to learn longer term temporal features
and has shown improved performance over CNNs in tasks such as music tagging [31] and
sound event detection [89].
Pre-processing
First, all mix tracks are split into 1 s clips and the corresponding instrument activations are
obtained. The raw audio data is transformed into a magnitude spectrogram using window
and hop size of 46.4 ms and 11.6 ms, respectively. The audio sample rate is 44100 Hz. The
linear frequency and magnitude axes are converted to logarithmic using 96 mel filters and
decibel scaling, respectively. The mel filters are triangular overlapping filters which apply a
non-linear transformation to the frequency scale to mimic human perception of frequency.
Thus, we obtain a log mel-spectrogram of dimensionality 96× 86 as the input for our neural
networks. Additionally, the training data is augmented using pitch shifting (6 semitones up
and 5 semitones down, with 1 semitone increments).
Model Architectures
• Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP): A simple architecture is chosen for the MLP
or fully connected model: 4 hidden layers with 256 hidden units in each layer.
Dropout [90] is used as a regularizer with a keep probability of 0.5 at each layer.
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Table 2.1: Model Architecture. (Conv2D: 2D Convolutional Layer, MP: 2D Max-Pooling,
k: kernel size, d: filter depth)
CNN CRNN
Conv2D
k = 3× 3, d = 64
MP (p = 2, 2)
Conv2D
k = 3× 3, d = 128
MP (p = 2, 2)
Conv2D Conv2D
k = 3× 3, d = 256 k = 3× 3, d = 256
MP (p = 3, 3) MP (p = 2, 2)
Conv2D Conv2D
(k = 3× 3, d = 640) (k = 3× 3, d = 256)
MP (p = 3, 3) MP (p = 2, 2)
FC (h = 128) GRU (h = 256)
FC (h = 18)
Note that the log mel-spectrogram input is flattened when used with this network.
• Convolutional Neural Network (CNN): The CNN architecture is shown in table 2.1
(left). All convolutional filters are 3× 3, with a stride of 1 and zero-padding of 1 (to
preserve input size during the convolution operation). Each Conv2D layer is followed
by batch-normalization [91] and the Exponential Linear Unit (ELU) [92] activation
function. We use max-pooling after each convolutional block as well. The final
convolution layer’s output is flattened before passing it to a fully connected layer,
followed by ELU activation. Finally, we connect to an output layer of 18 units with a
sigmoid activation function.
• Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network (CRNN): The CRNN architecture is
shown in table 2.1 (right). The architecture is similar to the CNN model, with a
few hyper-parameters changed. We utilize the gated recurrent unit (GRU) in the
recurrent network. For the recurrent network to function properly, we preserve the
time dimension of the output while flattening the final convolutional layer’s output.
Thus, only the depth and height dimensions are flattened. Finally, the last GRU
output is connected to the output layer consisting of 18 units with a sigmoid activation
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Table 2.2: Multi-track dataset instrument distribution
Train Test
Instrument Abbr. # Tracks # 1 s clips # Tracks # 1 s clips
drum set dru 300 720036 79 15957
electric bass bgtr 253 620592 62 13344
male singer ms 200 351384 62 10038
dist. elec. gtr dgtr 171 396204 40 7522
clean elec. gtr cgtr 119 225456 34 5875
synthesizer syn 118 295524 33 5712
acoustic gtr agtr 91 230556 25 5241
piano pf 89 187536 24 4063
vocalists vox 84 154596 12 1895
female singer fs 79 149232 23 3733
string section str 24 39444 10 1278
elec. piano epf 24 52680 14 2075
elect. organ eorg 22 39516 11 2117
double bass db 21 40116 9 1786
cello vc 13 22176 9 1623
violin vn 10 28452 15 2385
tabla tab 9 41640 3 806
flute fl 7 9972 7 1171
function.
Training Procedure
Binary cross-entropy is used as the loss function for all models. Stochastic gradient descent
with a learning rate of 0.0001 and momentum of 0.9 is used to optimize the loss function.
The models are trained using mini-batches of 32 instances for 20 epochs, which is sufficient
for the training and validation loss to converge for each of the architectures.
Evaluation
The combined MedleyDB and Mixing Secrets datasets consist of 461 tracks after removing
tracks with bleed. These tracks are divided into a training and test set such that they do not
share any tracks by the same artist. The class distribution for the training and testing set is
shown in table 2.2.
As is evident from table 2.2, there is severe imbalance in the dataset. Therefore, for a
fair comparison, the metrics used to evaluate the IAD models should not be influenced by
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Table 2.3: Mean AUROC for the three models across various evaluation time-resolutions
MLP CNN CRNN
1 s 71.28 77.55 77.5
5 s 70.85 78.35 78.76
10 s 70.82 78.59 79.22
Track 71.1 80.92 80.1
imbalance. Additionally, as discussed in Han et al. [18], binarizing model outputs using
a fixed threshold and evaluating the accuracy depends on the selected threshold. For this
experiment, a threshold agnostic metric: AUROC is used for evaluation. The AUROC
is computed by first plotting the true positive rate and false positive rate on a plane for
various classification thresholds, which results in a curve. AUROC is the area under this
curve. It measures the probability that the model assigns a higher score to a randomly
selected positive instance than a negative instance. Since AUROC is usually applied to
binary classification, we compute it per instrument class. We report an average AUROC by
taking the mean of the AUROC per class.
Since the neural networks are trained using 1 s snippets of audio, a prediction is made
for every 1 s in the test track. We evaluate the models at varying time-resolutions by
post-processing the predictions using max-pooling operations according to the desired
time-resolution. For example, in order to have a 5 s second resolution, the maximum
across 5 continuous predictions for every instrument is chosen as the predicted score for the
corresponding 5 s clip in the track.
Results
A comparison of model performance is summarized in table 2.3. It can be observed that
CNN and CRNN outperform MLP in both metrics. This is expected since the convolutional
layers allow the model to learn hierarchical acoustic features from the time-frequency
representation more efficiently. However, the CRNN does not outperform the CNN, which
may be attributed to the fact that only 1 s snippets are used. The benefits of using recurrent
layers should be more noticeable when longer sequences are involved. In our experiments,
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Figure 2.4: AUROC per instrument for CRNN model. The results are shown for evaluation
performed at different time resolutions.
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the temporal dimension of the input is reduced to only 5 time steps after the 4 CNN layers.
Another observation is that output aggregation tends to improve models’ label ranking
performance. A similar trend is observed for mean AUROC.
Figure 2.4 shows the AUROC per instrument of the CRNN model for the chosen time-
resolution aggregation. Some noticeable observations are as follows:
• Using output aggregation in time leads to better performance in almost all instrument
classes. This is expected.
• The model achieves high AUROC not only for majority instruments in the dataset but
also for minority instruments such as flute, violin and cello suggesting that the model
is able to detect instruments correctly to some degree and is not simply predicting the
majority instruments.
• An additional experiment was carried out to investigate the classification thresholds
for different instruments. It was found that the best threshold chosen per instrument for
binarization ranges from 0.02 to 0.55 with lower thresholds for minority instruments
in general. We observe a correlation coefficient of 0.9 between the thresholds and the
training data distribution suggesting that the model has learned biases in the dataset.
2.4.2 Discussion
The purpose of this experiment was to evaluate the effectiveness of different neural network
architectures for the IAD task. Towards that end, it was established that CNNs and CRNNs
are indeed effective for instrument classification — reinforcing past music classification
literature. However, there are a few issues that were revealed through this experiment from
the perspective of making practical MIC systems.
First, a glance at table 2.2 reveals the degree to which the dataset is imbalanced. Simi-
larly, the genre representation is not balanced, with Rock and Pop music (see Figure 2.2)
dominating all other genres. Interestingly, the unprocessed MedleyDB consists of a large
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number of classical music tracks but a vast majority number of these are not included in the
final dataset since the stems for these tracks have bleed. Note that imbalanced data is not
necessarily a bad thing since there may be an implicit bias in the distribution of different
classes which should indeed be modeled. However, this particular dataset is constructed
using only 450 unique music tracks, with multiple tracks from the same artist. This is a
very small number of unique songs and artists to train generalizable models for MIC using
this dataset.
2.5 From Strongly to Weakly Labeled Data
In Section 2.1.3, a few difficulties in developing MIC systems are listed. These challenges
are inherent to the instrument classification task itself and have to do with the properties of
the audio. There is, however, an additional challenge, which I discuss in sections 1.3 and
2.4.2. Most state-of-the-art methods, and the methods discussed in this thesis, are based on
data-hungry deep neural networks (DNNs) which are sensitive to the scale and quality of
data being used to train them. There is a need for larger-scale and diverse data for the task of
MIC. However, curating and annotating large-scale and diverse labeled datasets manually is
infeasible. The currently popular, yet small and imbalanced multi-track SLDs are not ideal
for training reliable MIC models. Therefore, larger WLDs can potentially circumvent the
challenge of scale and diversity.
SLDs require expert listeners to annotate instrument activity at a fine time resolution
which is usually expensive as well as time consuming if done for large collections of music.
WLDs, on the other hand, are easier to collect since only the presence or absence of an
instrument is required to be annotated [82]. The pros and cons of using WLD versus SLD
shall be discussed in more detail in Section 2.5.1, but the core challenges lie in the fact
that methods utilizing WLD have significantly fewer supervisory signals compared to those
trained with SLD. This makes it challenging to simply apply existing algorithms which are
designed for SLDs to WLDs for MIC.
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Figure 2.5: Instrument distribution for the OpenMIC dataset
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The issue with these SLDs are two-fold:
1. Since they contain a few hundred songs they lack the variety of musical genres, artists,
or styles for the classifiers trained to be generally useful.
2. The distribution of instruments is highly skewed.
Both of these issues were targeted by Humphrey et al. while creating the OpenMIC dataset.
The genre distribution of the OpenMIC dataset is better balanced compared to that of
the multi-track datasets. The diversity and scale of the OpenMIC dataset (approximately
55 hours) makes it suitable for deep learning techniques. Each clip has a set of positive labels
and negative labels associated with it. A clip contains the positively labeled instruments and
does not contain the negatively labeled instruments. A positively labeled instrument implies
that the instrument is active at least once in the 10 s clip, implying weak labels. Also note
that the instruments not occurring in either the positive or the negative instruments set may
or may not be present in the clip, implying missing labels. All of the methods presented
in the thesis are evaluated using the OpenMIC dataset. The instrument distribution of the
OpenMIC dataset is shown in Figure 2.5. From the statistics, it is clear that while the total
number of samples (positive + negative) for each instrument are approximately balanced
there is an imbalance between positive and negative samples of a few instruments. This
imbalance poses an additional challenge but is not specifically the focus of the methods
presented in this thesis.
2.5.1 Data Challenges Revisited
Section 1.3 discussed data challenges that are shared within the MIR community. Sec-
tion 2.4.2 discusses issues that pertain to SLDs specifically being used for MIC research.
The OpenMIC dataset resolves most of the issues pointed out in these discussions — specif-
ically targeting data scale, music diversity, and label balance. However, current methods
for MIC need to be adapted due to the weakly labeled nature of the OpenMIC dataset. The
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following new data challenges are posed by the introduction of the weakly labeled OpenMIC
dataset:
i Models need to be trained using long clips of weakly labeled audio. Methods for
MIC which are trained using SLDs rely on labels at the frame-level or at 1 s time
resolutions. The IRMAS dataset, which is also weakly labeled, uses only 3 s clips which
are considerable shorter than OpenMIC’s 10 s clips.
ii Models need to be trained using partially labeled data. While there are 20,000 audio
clips, each clip is not labeled with the presence or absence of all 20 instruments.
2.6 Research Questions
Having explored strongly supervised MIC and uncovering various issues (see Section 2.4.2),
the primary goal for this thesis, as touched upon briefly in Section 1, is to develop DNN-
based methods for MIC that are able to leverage relatively large scale WLD. Such methods
fall under the category of weakly supervised learning. In the MIC task, supervision in the
learning process is ‘weak’ either due to data being weakly labeled, or unlabeled data being
utilized along with labeled data. The specific research questions the methods in this thesis
aim to answer are:
(RQ1) What modeling techniques are effective in leveraging weak labels?
Standard methods of classification analyze the entire input and predict class labels.
Usually, these methods work well with SLD where models are trained to classify short
excerpts of the input audio [20, 22]. The task is difficult with WLDs since labels are
only available for longer inputs — 10 s in the case of OpenMIC dataset — and the
instrument may only be active at certain points in the clip. Models need to be robust to
cases where an instrument is briefly present in the entire clip. For this purpose, models
that intelligently aggregate predictions may be well suited for weakly labeled MIC
since they ease the problem by separating the tasks of localization and classification.
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(RQ2) How can generative models be utilized for MIC?
The field of MIR has predominantly utilized discriminative models for various classifi-
cation tasks, including instrument recognition [56, 18]. These methods are especially
useful if one works with large SLDs. However, due to the nature of how musical
datasets are annotated, it may be more beneficial to investigate generative modeling
techniques which are able to leverage partially labeled datasets. Additionally, genera-
tive models are capable of jointly modeling the input data and available labels. This
property may prove vital in improving model performance.
(RQ3) How does the inclusion of unlabeled data impact model performance?
RQ2 focuses specifically on generative models and whether they can be utilized for
semi-supervised MIC. RQ3, more generally, is about the impact of utilizing any form
of extra information in addition to the existing labeled data. The extra signals may
come from model inference on missing labels, or by utilizing external unlabeled
data. There are a few large collections of music available [58] albeit without relevant
instrument annotations. These collections may be used to augment annotated corpora
and used in semi-supervised models.
The remainder of this thesis consists of three parts, each answering at least one of the
aforementioned research questions. Section 3 describes an attention-based approach to
MIC using WLD. The method treats the MIC task as a multi-instance learning problem and
uses a simple attention mechanism to identify the most salient instances for the instruments
present and aggregates the instance-level predictions. This method is a weakly supervised
discriminative model that aims to answer RQ1. Section 4 discusses a generative semi-
supervised learning approach for MIC, which pertains to RQ2. Variational autoencoders
(VAEs) are utilized to leverage data with missing labels in a semi-supervised deep generative
model. This method aims to answer RQ2 which pertains to the effectiveness of generative
models for MIC. RQ3 is also addressed with this method as it utilizes labeled and unlabeled
data. Finally, a consistency-regularization approach to semi-supervised learning is discussed
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in Section 5. This approach utilizes a combination of stochasticity and model weight
averaging to leverage missing labels or unlabeled data. An in-depth analysis is performed to
study the effect of the amount of labeled data as well. This method focuses on RQ3.
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CHAPTER 3
ADDRESSING WEAKLY LABELED DATA
As discussed in Section 2.2, datasets for MIC are either strongly or weakly labeled. Most
prior research in MIC utilize strongly labeled datasets (SLDs) since they are rich in infor-
mation about fine-grained instrument activity. This enables methods to be trained using
short clips of audio with exact instrument activity. During inference, sliding windows of
audio with the same length as training clips are used to identify the instruments in the clips.
Figure 3.1 depicts the standard setup of deep neural network-based MIC models which are
trained using SLDs [20, 19]. It is not straightforward to apply techniques for instrument
recognition as the one depicted in Figure 3.1 to WLD since exact instrument activity is
unknown within a long weakly labeled clip. There are two main challenges:
• Models based on SLDs are trained with instrument activity at the 1 s or frame-level.
This granularity of instrument activity annotation is absent in OpenMIC where each
clip is 10 s long. A simple approach is to train the models with the entire 10 s clip as
input.
• Annotations in OpenMIC are at the clip level implying that to evaluate methods for
instrument recognition operating at a short time resolution, model outputs need to be
aggregated to obtain clip-level predictions.
Han et al. [18] utilize mean-pooling and normalized sum strategies for aggregation
of model outputs in order to obtain clip-level predictions for predominant instrument
recognition. In previous research, max-pooling was investigated as a method to aggregate
predictions for evaluation with different time resolutions [20]. In this chapter, the MIC task
is formulated as a multi-instance learning (MIL) problem [93] and an adaptive strategy for
aggregating instance-level predictions based on attention mechanisms is presented.
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Figure 3.1: A standard approach for MIC using strongly labeled data. Purple box indicates
data, blue boxes indicate processing steps, white box indicates the system, and green box
indicates a system output. The training data comprises of short clips of audio along with
instrument annotations. Pre-processing steps involving volume normalization, spectrogram
extraction, etc are performed and features are extracted from the training data. A model is
trained using this training data and evaluated using a validation dataset (not shown). Finally,
during inference or testing, input audio is processed into short clips of the same length as
used during model training. For this a sliding window or non-overlapping windows may be
used. Finally, an estimate of the instrument activity may be obtained for the entire clip. In
case the test clips are weakly labeled, the output instrument activity may be post-processed
using averaging or max-pooling [18, 20].
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3.1 Related Work
The task of audio or sound event classification or detection shares many commonalities with
instrument recognition. Both tasks aim to identify a time-varying sound source in a mixture
of multiple sound sources. One of the main differences between sound event detection and
MIC stems from the nature of sound events that both tasks aim to classify. The former deals
with uncorrelated sounds such as motor noise, car horns, baby cries, or dog barks, while
musical audio has a rich harmonic and temporal structure often absent in audio captured
from real world acoustic scenes. Stowell et al. conducted a historic review of work in
sound event and audio classification [94]. This section focuses on recent literature involving
deep neural network architectures —which are now the standard approach— as well as on
methods that focus on addressing weak labels.
Similar to work described in Section 2.1.3, CNNs are the architecture of choice for
audio classification tasks. Hershey et al. [87] adapted deep CNNs from computer vision
literature and found that they are effective for large-scale audio classification. Cakir et
al. [89] studied the benefits of CRNNs for sound event detection over CNNs. They found
that RNNs capture long-term temporal context which helps improve performance against
models only comprising CNNs.
Recent research has started to focus on using weakly labeled audio due to the reasons
mentioned in Section 2.2: difficulty of annotating exact occurrences of sound events, and
larger scale of available weakly labeled data. For audio classification in weakly labeled data,
most research utilizes the MIL framework, where each example is a labeled bag containing
multiple instances whose labels are unknown. Kumar and Raj [83] trained support vector
machines (SVMs) and neural networks as bag-level classifiers capable of instance-level
prediction and are hence also useful for localization of sound events in time.
With the introduction of attention mechanisms [95] some researchers adopted attention
to MIL. Kong et al. [96] proposed decision-level attention to solve the MIL problem for
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AudioSet [97] classification. Attention is applied to instance-level predictions to enable
adaptive weighted aggregation for bag-level prediction. Kong et al. [98] extended this
approach and proposed feature-level attention where instead of applying attention to the
instance predictions, it is applied to the hidden layers of a neural network to construct a
fixed-size embedding for the bag. Finally, a fully connected network predicts the labels
for the bag using the embedding vector. McFee et al. [99] compared various methods for
aggregating or pooling instance-level predictions. They developed an adaptive pooling
operation capable of interpolating between common pooling operations such as mean-, max-
or min-pooling.
3.2 Problem Formulation
In general, MIC can be framed as a Multi-Instance Multi-Label (MIML) classification prob-
lem [100, 101, 102]. Within the MIML framework, a training dataset is represented as D =
{(X1,Y1), . . . (Xm,Ym)} where Xi is a bag containing r instances Xi = {xi,1, . . .xi,r}
and Yi = [yi,1, . . . ,yi,L] ∈ {0, 1}L is a label vector with L labels with yi,j = 1 if any of the
instances in Xi contains label j. For clarity, the indices i used to reference a specific data
point are dropped and a data point is simply represented as (X,Y).
In the case of OpenMIC data, a bag X refers to a 10 s audio clip. The 10 s audio clip
consists of multiple instance-level features. These are features extracted from a pre-trained
VGGish model for audio classification [87]. The VGGish model is a deep CNN trained for
audio classification on a large-scale audio dataset — 8 million audio clips from Youtube.
Details of this model can be obtained in the Appendix B. 1 For each 10 s audio clip, 10×128-
dimensional features are extracted where each 128-dimensional feature vector represents
1 s (0.96 s exactly), thus leading to 10 instances per bag for the MIML problem. Note that
this is also a missing label problem because for a given (X,Y), not all yj are known or
1In pilot experiments, VGGish features were compared to features learned from scratch using deep CNNs.
VGGish features performed better even with simpler classification models such as random forests, thus











Figure 3.2: The MIML framework illustrated from the instrument classification viewpoint.
A bag refers to the 10 s audio clip, which consists of 10 1 s (960 ms to be exact) instances.
Each of these instances are represented as a single feature vector of 128 dimensionality. The
function f(·) produces predictions for each instance, for each instrument. The operation
µ(·) performs a weighted average of the instance level predictions producing a bag-level or
clip-level prediction, which may then be used for evaluation or as the inferred instrument
classification output.
annotated (see Sect. 2.2.2). Figure 3.2 presents the MIL framework from the perspective of
the MIC task.
In these experiments, all labels are assumed to be independent and are independently
predicted for each instance. Under this assumption, the MIML problem decomposes into L
(20 for OpenMIC dataset) cases of the Multi-Instance Learning (MIL) [103, 93] problem,
one for each label in the dataset.
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3.2.1 Multi-Instance Learning
In the MIL setting, a bag label is produced through a score function S(X). Under the






where f(x) is a score function for an instance x, and µ(.) is a permutation-invariant
aggregation operation for instance scores f(x) [104]. This parameterization induces a
natural approach to classify a bag of instances:
(i) to produce scores for each instance in the bag using an instance-level scoring function
f(x), and
(ii) to aggregate the scores across different instances in the bag using the aggregation
function µ(.).
Instance-Level Scoring Function f(x)
In this thesis I utilize two categories of neural network architectures to produce instance-level
scores:
1. Fully Connected Network: Under the assumption of independence between in-
stances, a simple non-linear transformation of each instance feature representation
can be utilized to obtain the scores.
2. Recurrent Neural Network: Relaxing the assumption of independence between
instances makes sense for music since neighboring instances are usually correlated.
Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are a class of NNs which are capable of learning
temporal patterns in input sequences. RNN units such as bi-directional Gated Recur-
rent Units (GRUs) can be utilized to obtain instance-level scores conditioned on all
other instances in the bag.
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Aggregation Functions µ(.)
Once instance-level scores are obtained, they need to be aggregated into bag-level predictions.
Average or mean and Max-pooling are commonly used permutation invariant operations
to obtain one prediction from several instance-level predictions. These operations however
make strong assumptions about the nature of the predictions, for example, mean-pooling
assumes that a majority of the instance predictions should be positive for the bag to be
labeled positive. Max-pooling fits well with the paradigm of MIL but it leads to problems
in terms of optimization as pointed out by McFee et al. [99]. The issue lies in the fact that
during optimization non-max instances do not contribute to the gradient update of model
parameters, which could be problematic at the start of training when instance scores are
essentially random.
McFee et al. introduced auto-pool for adaptive aggregation of instance-level predic-
tions [99]. The auto-pool operators address the issues of standard pooling operations
providing an adaptive operator that is capable of smoothly interpolating between various
pooling operations, adapting to the nature of the task. While auto-pool does behave similar
to attention mechanism, the weights are learned independently of any input features, which
is different from the attention mechanisms proposed for sound event detection [98] or
machine translation [95]. They argue that attention mechanisms are primarily useful in tasks
involving structured prediction, i.e. where the predicted output has an inherent structure
(e.g. translated sentences in machine translation). Tasks such as sound event detection are
unstructured and hence not appropriate for attention. Despite these arguments, empirical
results [98, 96] show that attention mechanisms do tend to work well for MIL problems.
Bag-level predictions are obtained with a scoring function µ(.). This function is formu-
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where wx is a learnable attention weight for instance x. Furthermore, instance weights wx
should sum to 1, i.e.,
∑
x∈Xwx = 1. This ensures that the aggregation operation is invariant
to the size of the bag, thus allowing the model to work with sound clips of arbitrary length.
This normalization also leads to a probability-like interpretation of the instance weights
which can then be used to infer the relative contribution of each instance towards S(X).











where h(x) is a learned embedding of the instance x, v are the learned parameters of the
attention layer, and σ(.) is the sigmoid non-linearity. This attention mechanism is similar to
the decision-level attention as formulated by Kong et al. [98].
3.2.2 Model Architecture
Computing the final bag-level scores S(.) involves predicting instance-level scores f(.) and
aggregating the scores across instances using a learned set-operator µ(.) which performs
weighted averaging with the weights computed with equation 3.4. For this experiment, both
instance level f(.) and bag-level S(.) scores are represented as the probability estimate of
the instance or bag being a positive sample for a given label.
First, each instance x is passed through an embedding layer of three fully connected
layers to project each instance to a suitable feature space. Next, instance-level scores are
computed from the output of f(.) with another fully connected layer. Similarly, attention
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Figure 3.3: Model architecture for the ATT model. The 10 s audio clip is represented using
the transfer learned VGGish features, which have a dimensionality of 10× 128, where each
128-dimensional feature vector represents a single 1 s instance from the clip. These features
are passed through an embedding layer. The embedding layer is a sequence of three fully
connected layers which non-linearly transform each of the instance feature vectors. A skip
connection from the input to the output of the embedding layers is used. The prediction
layer outputs the instance-level predictions for each embedding instance. The attention layer
estimates the normalized attention weights to be assigned to each instance predictions for
each instrument label. The clip predictions are obtained using a weighted sum operation
over the instance-level predictions using the outputs from the attention layer as weights.
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weights are computed by normalizing the outputs of a fully connected layer, the weights of
which correspond to parameters v in equation 3.4. Note that the output dimension of these
two parallel fully connected layers is equal to the number of labels, i.e., 20. Finally, the
attention weights are applied to the instance-level scores as shown in equation 3.3 to obtain
the bag-level score.
Figure 3.3 illustrates the model architecture. The number of hidden units in each
embedding layer is 128. Adding a skip connection from the input to the final embedding was
found to stabilize the training across different random seeds. Batch normalization, ReLU
activations, and a dropout of 0.6 is used after each embedding layer.
Training Procedure
The model performs a multi-label classification over 20 labels given an input. However,
the OpenMIC dataset does not contain all labels for each instance. This leads to missing
ground truth labels for training with loss functions such as binary cross-entropy (BCE). To
account for this, I utilize the partial binary cross-entropy (BCEp) loss function introduced











Here g(py) is a normalization function, py is the proportion of observed labels for the current
data point, L is the total number of labels, Lo is the list of observed labels for the input
data, yl ∈ {0, 1} is the ground truth (absent or present) for label l, and q is the model’s
probability output for the label l being present in the input data X. The hyperparameters in
Eq. (3.5) are α, β, and γ. Note that in the absence of g(py), data points with few observed
labels will have a lower contribution in loss computation than those with several observed
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labels. This is undesirable behavior and the inclusion of a normalization factor, dependent
on the proportion of observed labels, is important. Here, α, β, and γ are set to 1, 0, and −1,
respectively. This normalizes the loss for a data point by the number of observed labels and
is equivalent to only computing the loss for observed labels.
Finally, the Adam optimization algorithm [106] is used for training with a batch size
of 128 and learning rate of 5e−4 for 250 epochs. The model checkpoint is obtained at the
epoch with the best validation loss. The training and testing splits released along with the
OpenMIC dataset are used in order to foster reproducibility and comparability. The split
was performed in a way such that clips from the same artists did not appear in the training
and testing set [82]. Additionally, 15% data from the training split is randomly selected to
create a validation set.
3.3 Experiments
3.3.1 Baselines
I use the following baseline systems for comparing the proposed attention-based model
(ATT). Note that aside from the RF BR model, all models are derived from state-of-the-art
MIC model architectures.
1. RF BR: This model is the baseline random forest model in [82]. A binary-relevance
transformation is applied to convert the multi-label classification task into 20 indepen-
dent binary classification tasks [107].
2. FC: A 3-layer fully connected network trained to predict the presence or absence
of all instruments for a given data instance. Here, the input features of dimension
10 × 128 are flattened into a single feature vector for classification. Dropout is
used for regularization and the Leaky ReLU (0.01 slope) is used. The model has
986772 parameters. Note that this model architecture is comparable to a deep CNN
architecture by virtue of the VGGish model. Such CNN architectures have been
established as state-of-the-art for predominant MIC [18] and strongly labeled MIC [20,
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55].
3. FC T: This model serves as an ablation study to observe the benefits of the attention
mechanism. FC T uses the same embedding layer as ATT. However, the aggregation
of instance-level predictions is simply performed with average-pooling. The model
has 52116 parameters. Similar to the FC model, this can be compared to a deep CNN
architecture with global average pooling.
4. RNN: A 3-layer bi-directional GRU model with 64 hidden units per direction. The
model processes the input features and produces a single 64-dimensional embedding.
The embedding is passed to a 20-class classifier using a fully connected layer with
a sigmoid activation function. The model has 226068 parameters. This model
architecture is comparable to a deep CRNN model architecture which achieves state-
of-the-art performance for other weakly labeled audio classification tasks such as
music tagging [31], and sound event classification [89].
For each model, we train 10 randomly initialized instances with different random seeds
and compute the classification metrics for each. This gives us a distribution of each model’s
performance. One benefit of ATT over the FC and RNN models is its small size. Both the
ATT and FC T utilize weight-sharing for embedding instances from the bags. This leads to
significantly fewer learnable parameters.
3.3.2 Results and Discussion
Table 3.1 shows the overall performance of ATT compared to the baseline models using the
overall precision, recall, F1-score, and AUROC. Additionally, we compare the instrument-
wise F1-score for each model in Figure 3.4.
It can be observed that while the attention mechanism does not lead to an improvement
in overall precision compared to the other models, the overall recall improved considerably
and consequently the F1-score is higher. Note that while the difference between the metrics
is small, the task is a 20-class classification problem with small differences still being
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Table 3.1: Overall performance comparison between the proposed ATT model and four
baseline models. All numbers are percentages.
Overall Precision Overall Recall Overall F1-score AUROC
RF BR 82.10 ± 0.20 77.69 ± 0.12 78.52 ± 0.14 77.69 ± 0.12
FC 80.62 ± 0.27 79.09 ± 0.20 79.19 ± 0.22 87.73 ± 0.15
FC T 81.21 ± 0.11 79.79 ± 0.12 80.23 ± 0.11 88.87 ± 0.08
RNN 81.18 ± 0.30 79.55 ± 0.31 79.93 ± 0.32 88.42 ± 0.13
ATT 81.65 ± 0.18 80.68 ± 0.17 80.84 ± 0.18 89.08 ± 0.08
statistically significant. Here the difference between the ATT model performance and other
models is statistically significant. We observe that ATT performs better than RF BR in almost
every instrument label, especially for the labels with high positive-negative class imbalance,
such as clarinet, flute, and organ. This ties to the observation made about improved recall,
as ATT is able to overcome this imbalance possibly due to the ability to localize the relevant
instances for the minority class. In the case of an imbalanced instrument label, the recall
for the minority class greatly suffers for RF BR. While this problem is easily mitigated
in standard multi-class problems by using balanced sampling, it is not straightforward
to address with multi-label data. Comparing to FC T, we can attribute the improved
performance of ATT to better aggregation of instance-level predictions. FC T is essentially
the same model as ATT using mean pooling instead of attention, and ATT outperforms it
for most instrument classes, especially the more difficult to classify instruments. The RNN
model also outperforms the RF BR baseline. In polyphonic music, the instances in a bag are
structured and highly correlated and hence using a recurrent network to model the temporal
structure in the instance sequence leads to a powerful embedding of the bag, incorporating
useful information from each instance.
To further study the effect of class imbalance on model performance, an experiment
using balanced cross-entropy loss is performed. The standard binary cross-entropy loss
function for a single label can be written as follows:
BCE(y, q) = y log q + (1− y) log(1− q), (3.6)
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Figure 3.4: Instrument-wise Macro-averaged F1-scores. ATT is the proposed model. RNN
is a 3-layer GRU network. FC T is similar to ATT except that it utilizes mean pooling
instead of attention. FC is a fully connected network. RF BR is a collection of 20 random
forest binary classifiers.
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where y is the ground truth label, and q is the prediction. In the balanced binary cross-
entropy loss function, a weight is applied to balance the contribution of positive and negative
classes. It can be written as follows:





where wp is the weight applied to the positive label and is calculate as the ratio of negative
instances to positive instances. Note that the partial binary cross-entropy loss is weighted
in this case. The experiment involves various settings of utilizing the balanced loss func-
tion. First, the balanced loss function is used from the start of training, with the same
hyperparameters as those used for training the ATT model. Second, the ATT model trained
previously is fine-tuned for 50 additional epochs using the balanced loss. This ensures that
the retraining process starts with a good initial model for MIC. Finally, only the attention
head and prediction head of the previously trained ATT model is fine-tuned. This implies
that the embeddings layers remain fixed during training. This process is commonly used in
transfer learning to ensure that the model retains the intermediate representations and only
updates the final layers to account for imbalance in the data. Table 3.2 shows the results of
this experiment. Training with the balanced loss is found to be detrimental to the overall
performance of the model, especially when training from scratch. This experiment, however,
shows that precision and recall can indeed be tuned to a certain extent using the balanced
loss term. Additionally, more complicated class imbalanced learning methods may need to
be utilized to improve overall performance. Note that, this experiment is not conducted for
the other proposed methods as no improvement is observed.
We visualize the attention weights for two example clips in Figure 3.5. The left clip is
from the test set and starts with the vocals fading out until 2 seconds. From 5s onwards,
the vocals grow in loudness until the end of the clip. The violin plays throughout but is the
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Table 3.2: Model performance under different settings of balanced loss during training.
Balanced loss is used to address positive-negative imbalance in different instruments. ‘BL’
refers to balanced loss, where the binary cross-entropy loss function is weighted according
to the ratio of positive to negative instances. ‘FT’ refers to fine-tuning, where the model
is initially trained using an unweighted loss and fine-tuned later with the balanced loss
function. ‘FT final’ refers to fine-tuning only the attention and prediction heads of the ATT
architecture. This ensures that the embedding layers remain unchanged.
Overall Precision Overall Recall Overall F1-score AUROC
ATT 81.65 ± 0.18 80.68 ± 0.17 80.84 ± 0.18 89.08 ± 0.08
BL 81.87 ± 0.19 76.40 ± 0.23 77.05 ± 0.30 88.81 ± 0.16
BL FT 80.40 ± 0.08 81.50 ± 0.14 79.40 ± 0.29 89.04 ± 0.06







Attention Weights Attention Weights
Figure 3.5: Attention Weight Visualization: The horizontal bars above the mel-spectrogram
represent the attention weights across the instances of the clip for the respective instruments.
predominant instrument only for a few seconds between 3 and 6 seconds, as visualized in the
corresponding attention weights as well. The right clip is from the training set and contains
vocals starting from 6s onwards. The attention weights for vocals directly coincides with
that. An interesting observation is that the annotation for vocals was missing for this clip.
3.4 Conclusion
This chapter focused on addressing the challenge of weakly labeled data for the MIC task.
I framed the MIC task as a MIML problem, which relies on aggregation of instance-level
predictions to predict the final clip-level prediction. A simple attention-based aggregation
mechanism is utilized which shows improved performance against several baseline models.
In general, formulating the weakly labeled MIC task in the MIML framework and
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utilizing smart aggregation strategies outperforms simpler modeling strategies that treat
the entire input as a single feature. This trend is not only observed for the ATT model
but also for the FC T model which uses a much simpler aggregation strategy — average
pooling — compared to attention.
All datasets for MIC except the OpenMIC dataset have strong labels. The prevalence
of SLDs influenced algorithms for instrument recognition leading to primarily strongly
supervised methods which are incapable of being trained effectively using weakly labeled
data — although trained MIC systems have indeed been evaluated with weakly labeled data
(see IRMAS dataset in Section 2.2). The success of the proposed method in leveraging the
weakly labeled data is an exciting prospect since it encourages the collection of more weakly
labeled data for MIC, possible leading to even larger datasets for MIC. Additionally, the MIL
framework is applicable in other MIR Tasks, especially weakly labeled music classification
problems, such as music tagging or emotion classification. The MIL framework may also
potentially be applicable in interpretable and explainable machine learning systems in MIR,
which is an increasingly popular topic [108, 109, 110], as demonstrated by the Figure 3.5.
One drawback of this method is the treatment of all instances and labels as independent.
Temporal dependence may be ignored by the instance independence assumption in the
MIL framework. As for label correlation, since the models are trained in a multi-label
manner, with weight sharing in the embedding layers there is at least some degree of shared
representation learning for different instrument labels. However, any label correlations
will be learned implicitly in this case. Explicitly modeling label-correlation in multi-label
classification has shown to significantly improve the classification performance [111, 112,
113, 113]. However, exploring ways to incorporate label-correlation for MIC with the
OpenMIC dataset has the additional challenge of missing and sparse labels [114] and
is therefore subject of future work. The label independence problem is not restricted to
instrument classification. Most multi-label audio classification tasks use a very similar
setup and do not usually try to explicitly model label correlations. Finally, the MIC task
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can be formulated as a MIML problem with missing labels. The ATT model ignores any
information that may be obtained from the missing instrument labels.
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CHAPTER 4
GENERATIVE MODELING FOR SEMI-SUPERVISED LEARNING
A vast majority of research in MIC utilizes discriminative models with fully labeled data.
Generative models have the benefit of not required all data to be labeled and can therefore
provide ways to leverage the OpenMIC dataset which is a partially labeled dataset. This
chapter focuses primarily on SSL using a generative modeling approach, aiming to answer
both RQ2 and RQ3.
4.1 Semi-Supervised MIC
Having discussed the attention-based model to address the challenge of weakly labeled data
in MIC, I move on to the other challenge listed in Section 2.2.2: Missing or unlabeled data
in the OpenMIC dataset. Missing labels are not a new problem in ML. Domains such as
computer vision (CV) and natural language processing (NLP), where it is impractical to
label all objects/topics in all images/documents in a dataset face a similar problem. Over
the years, several methods have been proposed to address the problem of limited labeled
data in the ML community [115, 114, 62, 116]. These methods fall under the umbrella of
semi-supervised learning (SSL).
Missing labels are especially problematic in the case of MIC because of the following
two issues with the OpenMIC dataset:
1. Smaller size of the dataset: The dataset consists of 20,000 clips as compared to
hundreds of thousands of images in CV datasets such as MS-COCO (330,000 images).
2. Small proportion of labeled data: The OpenMIC dataset has 20 instrument classes
and 20,000 audio clips. Had the dataset been fully labeled there would be 400,000
(20× 20000) labels available. However, the total number of labels available is only
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about 40,000. This means around that 10% of the data is labeled.
All methods discussed thus far (see sections 3 and 2.4) can only utilize labeled data
since they are all supervised learning models trained using loss functions such as binary
cross-entropy which requires labels. There may, however, be information that models may
be able to utilize from their predictions for unlabeled data as well. In the most general setting
of SSL, small amounts of labeled data and large amounts of unlabeled data are utilized in
tandem during training of models. The task of MIC using the OpenMIC dataset lends itself
well to the SSL framework since it involves both labeled and unlabeled data.
4.1.1 Background
In addition to MIC, several application domains such as image search [117], genomics [118],
and speech analysis [119], face the challenge that only a small subset of the observed data is
labeled. The process of labeling the remaining data is usually very expensive and therefore
not considered an option. The small amount of labeled data makes it problematic to simply
employ supervised learning methods due to issues such as overfitting to the labeled subset
leading to poor generalizability. SSL algorithms leverage both, the labeled subset of the data
for supervised learning, as well as the unlabeled subset of the data with the goal to improve
classification performance over purely supervised models.
In the self-training method [120], highly confident model predictions for the unlabeled
data are used to bootstrap the training procedure until a termination criterion is reached.
Co-training is an extension of self-training where multiple models utilize different feature
representations of the data to fit the labeled training data [121, 122]. These methods face the
issue of reinforcing poor predictions. Graph-based methods are among the most popular
methods for SSL. In this paradigm, graphs are constructed consisting of nodes for labeled
and unlabeled data. The nodes are connected by edges representing similarity between them.
Label information flows from labeled to unlabeled nodes based on minimizing energy using
maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation [123, 124].
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More recently, neural network-based SSL has grown in popularity. A standard approach
consists of supervised neural network classifiers with additional penalty terms from an
unsupervised autoencoder component [125]. Kingma et al. devised deep generative models
for semi-supervised learning based on Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) [60] which is
scalable to large datasets [61]. Maaløe et al. extend the previously proposed deep generative
models by introducing an additional latent variable and skip connections in a 2-layer
hierarchical deep generative model [126]. These are the auxiliary deep generative model
and skip deep generative models, respectively.
Although data-driven research in MIR has largely focused on supervised learning meth-
ods, a few researchers utilized SSL methods for various MIR tasks. For single note MIC,
Diment et al. utilize a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) trained with an iterative Expectation
Maximization (EM)-based algorithm that incorporates both labeled and unlabeled data to
estimate the GMM parameters [127].They found that the semi-supervised GMM outper-
formed purely supervised GMM. The task of singing voice detection has been addressed
using SSL-based methods such as co-training [128], and student-teacher learning [129]. Wu
et al. utilized student-teacher learning for automatic drum transcription [130]. Self-training
was used for semi-supervised onset-detection, improving performance over hand-tuned
onset detectors [131]. While deep generative models are often utilized in music and audio
generation [132, 133], there has not been any work investigating generative modeling as a
method for SSL-based music classification.
4.2 Problem Formulation
Again, the MIC task involves predicting the presence or absence of pre-determined instru-
ments in input audio. Formally, this is a multi-label classification problem. Additionally,
the training data (OpenMIC dataset), is not fully labeled, i.e., presence or absence of only
a few instruments is known for a given data point. This makes the MIC task a multi-label














Figure 4.1: Binary relevance decomposition: The multi-label OpenMIC dataset containing
20 instrument labels can be regarded as 20 binary classification datasets, one for each
instrument label. Transforming the multi-label problem into binary classification problems
is called binary relevance decomposition. In the OpenMIC case, since not all data points
have positive or negative class annotations for each instrument, this means that each of the
binary classification datasets can be partitioned into a labeled and unlabeled subset. This
setup lends itself well for the SSL framework.
To utilize deep generative models for SSL, I simplify the multi-label classification
problem into multiple binary classification problems; one for each instrument. This is
known as binary relevance decomposition [134, 107]. This is similar to the way the RF BR
baseline model is trained in Section 3.3.1. A dataset for multi-label classification may be
represented as D = {(x1,y1), . . . (xm,ym)} where xi is the feature vector representing a
data point and yi ∈ {−1, 0, 1}L is the label vector for the data point. yi,j ∈ −1, 1 when
the label j is relevant to x. The value of yi,j indicates whether the label is positively or
negatively associated. yi,j = 0 implies that label j is irrelevant to the x or missing. In the
binary relevance decomposition, the multi-label dataset D can be divided into several binary
subsets Dl such that D =
L⋃
i=1
Dl where Dl = {(x1,y1,l), . . . (xn,yn,l)} 3 yi,l 6= 0. In the
context of MIC, the OpenMIC dataset is divided into 20 different datasets with each dataset
consisting only of audio clips where the corresponding instrument is labeled as present or
absent.
Note that for a given instrument I , the complete OpenMIC dataset can be partitioned into
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D = DI∪̇DuI where DuI consists of audio clips from the OpenMIC dataset that do not have
a label for instrument I , i.e. they are unlabeled. Thus, for each instrument, the OpenMIC
dataset has a labeled and unlabeled subset which can be used to train a binary classifier using
SSL. Figure 4.1 illustrates the binary relevance decomposition process for the OpenMIC
dataset. The remainder of this chapter focuses on semi-supervised binary classification for a
single instrument. Thus, the instrument index I is dropped for clarity. The labeled subset is
referred to as Dl and the unlabeled subset is referred to as Du. Dl and Du are used in the
SSL framework to study the usefulness of generative modeling-based SSL for the MIC task.
4.3 Semi-Supervised Deep Generative Model
Kingma et al. introduced a framework for generative model-based semi-supervised learning
which utilizes neural networks as rich density estimators [61]. The model they propose is
a probabilistic latent variable model1 trained using stochastic variational inference which
demonstrates the ability to separate data classes from variabilities that may be present
within the same class. I utilize this framework for my experiments with generative SSL
models since the use of stochastic variational inference allows models to be trained with large
amounts of data. This section provides the mathematical background for the semi-supervised
deep generative model (DGM), while tying it to the MIC task.
The proposed model describes the data x as being generated by a class variable y and a
latent variable z. The following generative process is used:
p(y) = Cat(y|π)
p(z) = N (z|0, I)
pθ(x|y, z) = f(x; y, z,θ),
(4.1)
where Cat(y|π) is a multinomial distribution in general but binomial in the case of MIC since
instruments are either present or absent. In the case of unlabeled data, y is also treated as a
1Kingma et al. refer to this model as M2 [61]
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Figure 4.2: Plate notation for the semi-supervised DGM. x is modeled as a function of latent
z and class label y. When y is missing, or the data is unlabeled, then y is also treated as a
latent variable.
latent variable. y and z are marginally independent variables enabling the generative model
to separate the class identity from latent factors such as genre or tempo in the case of MIC, or
handwriting style in the case of digit classification. Figure 4.2 illustrates the graphical model
for the generative process. f(x; y, z,θ) is the likelihood function parameterized by a deep
neural network. During the inference process, an integral is performed over the classes for
unlabeled or unobserved y. While the integration step may render this method impractical
for problems with large number of classes, the decomposed MIC problem is a simple binary
(2-class) problem. The missing labels are predicted using the inferred posterior distribution
pθ(y|x).
4.3.1 Evidence Lower Bound Objective (ELBO)








is intractable to compute (without making any simplifying assumptions). The reason being
that, unlike the categorical variable y, z is a continuous variable and the inference process
requires integrating over all possible configurations of z. VAEs were introduced to solve
this problem by approximating the true posterior with a fixed-form posterior distribution
qφ(z|x) parameterized by φ. To ensure that the approximate posterior qφ(·) is as close to
the true posterior p(z|x) a lower bound on the marginal likelihood of the model is derived
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following the variational principle. This lower bound is used as the objective function to
be optimized during training. In VAEs, qφ(·) serves as an inference model or encoder to
estimate a distribution (usually Gaussian) for the latent code z given data x. The main
benefit of VAEs is that the encoder network estimates a shared set of global variational
parameters φ for all data points instead of computing variational parameters for each data
point. This is known as amortized inference and it allows fast inference for training and
testing.
For the deep generative semi-supervised model, an encoder is introduced for the latent
variables y, and z. These encoders are specified as Gaussian and Multinomial distribution
respectively.
qφ(z|y,x) = N (z|µφ(y,x), diag(σ2φ(x))), (4.3)
qφ(y|x) = Cat(y|πφ(x)), (4.4)
Here, µφ(·) is a vector of Gaussian means, σφ(·) is a vector of standard deviations, πφ(·)
is a probability vector, and the functions µφ(·), σφ(·) and πφ(·) are implemented as fully
connected DNNs.
While constructing the objective function, there are two cases that need to be taken into
consideration. The lower bound on the marginal distribution for labeled data Dl and for
unlabeled data Du. For Dl, the lower bound can be written as:
log pθ(x, y)≥Eqφ(z|x,y) [log pθ(x|y, z) + log pθ(y) + log p(z)− log qφ(z|x, y)]=−L(x, y)
−L(x, y)=Eqφ(z|x,y) [log pθ(x|y, z) + log pθ(y)]−KL [qφ(z|x, y)||p(z)] (4.5)
Here, the model for log pθ(x|y, z) is referred to as the decoder which reconstructs the input
data.
As mentioned earlier, in the case of unlabeled data, y is also treated as a latent variable
along with z. In this case, posterior inference is carried out over all values of y and the
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following lower bound is obtained:




qφ(y|x)(−L(x, y)) +H(qφ(y|x)) (4.6)








4.3.2 Auxiliary Classification Loss
Note that the distribution qφ(y|x) in equation 4.4 can also be interpreted as a discriminative
classification network. This model is used to infer the missing label for unlabeled data,
and also as the classifier during test time. Since DGM is being applied to a classification
problem, the goal of this method is to obtain the best possible classifier qφ(y|x).
However, in equation 4.7, qφ(y|x) is only being optimized for the second term, i.e., for
the unlabeled data Du. This is far from ideal since the classifier can be improved using the
available labeled data Dl. Kingma et al. propose the use of an auxiliary classification loss in
the objective function. Thus qφ(y|x) can learn from the entire dataset, and all model and
variational parameters are trained for each data point regardless of whether it is labeled or
not. The final loss function is as follows:
J α = J + α · EDl [− log qφ(y|x)] , (4.8)







Figure 4.3: DGM model architecture showing the semi-supervised VAE and classification
subnetworks
DGM model architecture. On the left is the semi-supervised VAE and on the right is
the classifier which is trained in parallel on both labeled and unlabeled data. Blue blocks
represent vectors in the input feature space x, x′. Green blocks represent latent variables, and
their distributions z, µ(z|x, y), σ2(z|x, y). Purple blocks represent partially observed class
y. For labeled data, y is the observed class categorical variable (one-hot). For unobserved or
unlabeled data, posterior inference is performed over all possible ys (instrument present or
absent). The orange y represents the predicted class label which is used to calculate qφ(y|x).
All trapezoids in yellow represent fully connect networks.
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Table 4.1: Encoder and Decoder hyperparameters for the DGM. The h1, h2, and h3 refer to
the choice of the hidden layer sizes. Each layer is followed by a ReLU non-linearity.
Encoder and Decoder
h1 = {256, 512}
h2 = 256
h3 = {0, 256}
4.4 Model Architecture
The previous section covers the theory behind the semi-supervised DGM. Figure 4.3 illus-
trates the model architecture. I use the same VGGish features as described in Section 3.2 as
input x to the model. The input to the encoder is the input x concatenated with a one-hot
encoding of the class y. For unlabeled data, the positive and negative class one-hot vectors
are concatenated to x to form two separate inputs to the encoder for each unlabeled data
point.
The encoder estimates the variational parameters: Gaussian mean µ and log-variance
logσ2. The re-parameterization trick [60] is applied to sample a latent vector z. The decoder
input is a concatenation of z and one-hot encoding of y for the labeled data. Similar to the
encoder, for unlabeled data both positive and negative class encodings are concatenated to z.
The decoder finally outputs the reconstructed data x′.
As mentioned in Section 4.2, the multi-label MIC task is transformed into several (20
in the OpenMIC case) binary instrument classification tasks. 20 different binary classifiers
are trained, one for each of the instrument classes in the OpenMIC dataset. For the model
architecture, I perform a grid search on the depth and width of the encoder and decoder
hidden layers. The choice of hyperparameters is shown in Table 4.1.
The best model architecture for each instrument model is chosen based on performance
on validation data, across 5 random initializations. This implies that the model architec-
ture for each instrument may differ. I fix the latent z dimension to 64. The classifier
qφ(y|x) architecture is a simple feed-forward network with 3 hidden layers with dropout




The ELBO is optimized using the Adam optimization algorithm [106]. The learning rate
is chosen between 0.00009, 0.0001, 0.0002. β1 and β2 are set to 0.9 and 0.999, respectively.
A weight decay of 1× 10−5 is used for regularization. A mini-batch size of 128 is chosen
for optimization. Grid search is performed to obtain the classification loss weight α. The
classification loss weight is chosen as α = β · |Du||Dl| where β ∈ 16, 32, 64. Each model is
trained for 100 epochs. In this experiment, an epoch is completed after one full pass of
Du is completed. Since |Du| > |Dl|, it is possible that multiple full passes of Dl occur
during one epoch. Algorithm 1 explains the training loop. As for the model architecture, the
best hyperparameters for each instrument classifier are selected based on performance on
validation data across 5 runs.
Algorithm 1: Training Loop for DGM: N is the number of epochs, Xu is a
minibatch of unlabeled data, and (X,Y ) is a minibatch of labeled data.
Result: Optimized DGM parameters θ̂, φ̂
Input: Dl,Du Initialize θ, φ;
for i = 1 . . . N do
forallXu ∈ Du do
sample (X,Y ) from Dl;
loss = −ELBO((X,Y ),Xu);




The aim of my experiment with this semi-supervised DGM is to study the effectiveness of
generative modeling as a means of leveraging both labeled and unlabeled data for MIC, and
thus deal with the missing label issue in the OpenMIC dataset. To that end I compare the
semi-supervised DGM against two baseline models.
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Table 4.2: Overall results for DGM versus supervised-only ATT and FC models. The mean
and standard deviation of the results are shown across 5 seeds. All numbers are percentages.
AUROC Overall Recall Overall F1-score AUROC
ATT 81.65 ± 0.18 80.68 ± 0.17 80.84 ± 0.18 89.08 ± 0.08
DNN 80.62 ± 0.27 79.09 ± 0.20 79.19 ± 0.22 87.73 ± 0.15
DGM 79.79 ± 0.16 81.14 ± 0.11 79.54 ± 0.19 88.78 ± 0.05
4.5.1 Baselines
Both the baseline models I compare with are supervised discriminative models. Training
only the classifier qφ(y|x) using the same model architecture as described in Section 4.4
serves as a fair baseline where the only difference between the two models is the additional
semi-supervised VAE. This, however, is treated as a weak baseline since the discriminative
classifier has a simple architecture. In contrast, the attention-based model described in
Section 3 is chosen as a strong baseline.
4.5.2 Evaluation
To properly evaluate the semi-supervised binary classifiers, the exact same training and test
split is used as in previously described experiments. The binary relevance decomposition
(see Section 4.2) is performed only on the training set. For validating each instrument’s
classifier, separate validation sets are created by randomly sampling 15% of the labeled set
Dl.
4.5.3 Results and Discussion
Table 4.2 and Figure 4.4 shows the performance of the DGM as compared to the two
baseline models. Overall, the DGM outperforms the weak baseline but fails to outperform
the strong baseline. Comparing the results instrument-wise, the DGM outperforms the weak
baseline for 12 out of 20 instruments, but only manages to outperform ATT for 4 out of 20
instruments. This does not reflect well on the performance of the DGM as both the baselines
utilize only the labeled subset of the OpenMIC dataset.
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Figure 4.4: Instrument-wise Macro-averaged F1-scores comparing DGM against a simple
DNN classifier which uses the same architecture as qφ(y|x). The DGM is also compared
against the ATT model from Chapter 3 which serves as a stronger supervised-only baseline.
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There are a few explanations for why the DGM fails to outperform the ATT model,
which only relies on the labeled subset of the dataset. First, the ATT model has the following
advantages over the DGM:
(i) training as a multi-label classifier enables the ATT model to implicitly learn shared
representations that benefit the classification of individual instruments, a concept
similar to multi-task learning, and
(ii) the attention mechanism incorporates an inductive bias that proves to be useful for
learning with weakly labeled data (see 3.3.2).
Second, Kingma et al. evaluate the DGM on larger and simpler image datasets such as
MNIST and SVHN [61]. The OpenMIC dataset is not only smaller in size, but also a diverse
dataset of audio. Generative models for music in the audio domain are very difficult to
train, especially for diverse music with multiple instruments. Most music generation models
are trained using datasets of single note or short phrases of single instrument music [132,
133]. In this experiment, a transfer learned feature space is used as the input representation
of audio instead of lower-level audio representations such as raw audio or spectrograms.
Since the goal of this experiment is to learn the best classifier trained using both labeled and
unlabeled data adopting input features with strong discriminative power may be justified.
However, this choice may be detrimental to the generative performance of the DGM. The
benefits of DGM have mainly been demonstrated for simpler image domains which may be
the reason why it does not succeed in modeling more complex music data. Additionally,
the semi-supervised image classification evaluation strategy involves very few labels as
compared to the proportion of labels in the OpenMIC dataset.
4.6 Conclusion
This chapter presented the first SSL-based approach to address the challenge of missing
labels in the OpenMIC dataset. Most formulations of the MIC task utilize a fully labeled
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training dataset. The ATT method presented in Chapter 3 is indeed trained with the partially
labeled OpenMIC dataset but only the available labels are used during the actual model
learning process since the ATT model is a supervised discriminative model. The DGM
presented in this chapter is capable of learning using both the labeled and unlabeled portion
of the OpenMIC dataset. First, the multi-label MIC task is decomposed into 20 different
binary classification tasks, each with a corresponding labeled and unlabeled dataset. These
datasets are used to train the semi-supervised DGM.
The model is a semi-supervised VAE which describes the generative process of the data
x as a non-linear transformation of latent factors z sampled from a Gaussian, and class
variable y. This works for both the labeled data directly. For unlabeled data, y is also
treated as a latent variable and is inferred from a classifier which is trained in parallel. The
semi-supervised model outperformed the simpler supervised classifier but falls short of the
stronger baseline model. The lack in performance may be attributed to the fact that the
generative model is not equipped with mechanisms to handle weakly labeled data, and that




CONSISTENCY REGULARIZATION FOR SEMI-SUPERVISED LEARNING
The previous chapter introduced the concept of semi-supervised learning and how it may
be beneficial in the limited labeled data scenario. A generative modeling approach for SSL
is discussed and applied to the MIC task to address the challenge of missing labels. This
approach, however, does not improve performance compared to the weakly supervised
attention model for musical instrument classification proposed in Chapter 3 even though
the attention model only utilizes labeled information. This chapter focuses on a different
approach to semi-supervised learned based on a concept known as consistency regularization
and aims to answer RQ3 regarding the impact of unlabeled data on MIC models.
5.1 Background
Section 4.1.1 covers a vast majority of methods developed for SSL. Consistency regulariza-
tion is another SSL technique which has seen a fair amount of success in semi-supervised
learning benchmarks. The main concept behind consistency regularization is that a model
should output consistent predictions for perturbed versions of the same input. These per-
turbations vary from simply using dropout in the model architecture [135], to applying
various data augmentation functions to the inputs [63, 136, 137]. In this way, models can
use unlabeled data during training by penalizing any variability in outputs under input or
model perturbations. Often these methods are also known as ‘student-teacher’ models since
the ‘student’ model compares its output for unlabeled data against a reference or ‘teacher’.
Consistency regularization methods follow the clustering assumption of semi-supervised
learning. Under this assumption, two data points belonging to the same cluster in the input
space should also belong to the same class. This also implies that a decision boundary drawn
in the input space will pass through regions of low density. This is known as the low density
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separation assumption [138].
Sajjadi et al. proposed the Π model wherein the unlabeled images undergo random
cropping and rotations, models contain dropout and randomized max-pooling schemes (for
CNNs) [63]. Here, the model compares its own outputs for stochastically perturbed data,
i.e. the student is its own teacher. Miyato et al. used a similar approach except they use
adversarial perturbation of the data instead of standard data augmentation [139]. Laine
and Aila extended the Π model using temporal ensembling (TE) where an ensemble of
predictions for unlabeled data is maintained during the training process [136]. The ensemble
prediction is updated at the end of every epoch using a moving average of past predictions
and the predictions from the current model. During training, consistency is measured using
the difference of model predictions from the ensemble predictions.
Tarvainen and Valpola developed a method known as Mean Teacher (MT) where student
model weights are aggregated using a moving average of previous training iterations or
steps [62]. The so called ‘Mean Teacher’ refers to the weighted average model. The main
difference between the MT approach and TE model is that model weights are averaged
instead of model predictions. MT-based models significantly outperformed other approaches
for semi-supervised learning on standard benchmarks. Athiwaratkun et al. modify the MT
approach by introducing a different optimization schedule and averaging student weights at
different epochs to obtain the teacher model instead of every training iteration [140].
In MIR literature, there has not been much work that focuses on consistency regulariza-
tion specifically. Wu and Lerch explore the student-teacher paradigm for automatic drum
transcription using labeled and unlabeled data [130]. They use two completely different
drum transcription models as the student and teacher models and use soft targets — also
known as pseudo labels — produced by the teacher for unlabeled data to train the student
model. This is similar to consistency regularization since there is a notion of predicting
close to a reference model. However, there is no stochastic perturbation of the data or the
model parameters which is typical of consistency regularization methods.
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5.2 Problem Formulation
In Section 4.2, the multi-label MIC problem is decomposed into 20 binary classification
problems: one for each instrument. The binary relevance decomposition leads to a parti-
tioned labeled and unlabeled dataset for each instrument, D = Dil∪̇Diu, where D is the full
OpenMIC dataset, Dil is the labeled dataset for the ith instrument, and Diu is the unlabeled
dataset for the ith dataset. This is favorable for the SSL framework where most research
focuses on multi-class problems with disjoint labeled and unlabeled datasets rather than
multi-label problems with missing labels. However, the binary relevance decomposition
takes away the ability of the instrument-specific models to even implicitly learn any correla-
tions between instruments which may explain the poor performance of DGM as compared
to ATT.
For this experiment, the exact same setup as Section 3.2 is used. The MIC task is
formulated as a MIML classification problem with missing labels. Additionally, the ATT
model architecture is utilized as the underlying classifier for the experiments in this chapter.
This enables the proposed method to not only tackle the problem of missing labels but
also tackle the problem of weakly labeled data. The main difference between the problem
formulation of ATT and MT is the addition of the teacher model and the consistency
regularization loss. Contrasted with the DGM method for SSL, the MT model is trained in a
multi-label setting.
5.3 Method
This section describes the MT method for SSL in more detail and discusses how it is
applicable to the MIC task which is formulated as a MIML problem with missing labels.
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5.3.1 Mean Teacher
Formally, the consistency regularization loss can be written as [62]:
JCR = Ex,η,η′ [D(f(T (x), θ, η), f(T (x), θ′, η′))] , (5.1)
where D is some distance function, f represents the computational graph of a deep neural
network with parameters θ and stochastic noise (dropout) η, and T is some data x transfor-
mation function. The network with parameters θ is the student model, and the network with
parameters θ′ is the teacher model.
In the case of the Π model, θ′ = θ, i.e., the student and teacher are the exact same
model. In TE, the teacher weights θ′ are not explicitly maintained. Instead, f(T (x), θ′, η′)
is approximated by ensembling the student outputs after every epoch.
In MT, the teacher weights θ are the exponential moving average (EMA) of the student
model weights θ after every training step:
θ′t = αθ
′
t−1 + (1− α)θt, (5.2)
where α is the EMA weight. During inference or testing, either the student or teacher models
may be used although the teacher model typically performs slightly better than the student
model due to the ensemble effect of the moving average.
The MT approach has the benefit of producing superior teacher models as compared to
the Π or TE models. The main reasons being (i) the use of model weight averaging instead
of relying solely on input perturbations, and (ii) the rapid feedback cycle in MT compared




The aim of this experiment is to study the effect of using the unlabeled data in the OpenMIC
dataset. To that end, the MT model is compared against the ATT. This is a fair comparison
since both models use the same underlying architecture.
5.4.1 Semi-Supervised Loss Function
The main difference between the traditional SSL setup and the MIC setup is the lack of a
disjoint set of labeled and unlabeled data in the MIC setup. The MIC setup uses a single
dataset which has partially labeled data points. This, however, does not pose a serious
problem. Since the MIML formulation treats each instrument label as independent, it is
straightforward to treat each input data point as a labeled sample for labeled instrument, and
as an unlabeled sample for unlabeled instruments.
The BCEp loss function (see Section 3.2.2) is used for the labeled part of the data. For
the labeled and unlabeled instruments, the consistency loss from equation 5.1 is utilized.
The final loss function can be expressed as:





where y is the label vector associated with a data point, q is the student prediction, q′ is the
teacher prediction, and β is a hyperparameter which decides the relative weight of the two
loss terms. Note that y consists of both observed and unobserved or missing instrument
labels. The BCEp term takes into account only the observed labels and is the supervised
component of the loss function, while the JCR takes into account both the labeled and the
unlabeled instruments and is the unsupervised component of the loss function. Thus, the
MT model is capable of leveraging both the labeled and unlabeled data for MIC.
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Figure 5.1: The Mean Teacher model training involves two copies of the ATT model: a
student and a teacher. Both are labeled as noisy they utilize dropout regularization and
therefore produce stochastic outputs during training. The student model performs model
parameter updates using a gradient descent-based optimization algorithm (Adam), while
the teacher model does not update itself using gradient descent. Instead the teacher model
parameters are calculated as an exponential moving average of student model parameters
at each step of the training process. The student model loss is computed using binary
cross-entropy for the labeled part of the OpenMIC dataset. An additional consistency
regularization term is added to penalize inconsistency between the student and teacher
outputs.
5.4.2 Training Procedure
As in previous experiments, VGGish features are used as inputs to the models. No input
transformation is used, instead relying solely on dropout in the model architecture of the
ATT model to introduce stochasticity. Figure 5.1 shows the high-level flow-chart of the MT
training process. The model architecture of the underlying ATT model is exactly the same
as that used in Section 3, enabling a fair comparison of the supervised and semi-supervised
approaches. The EMA weight α is set to 0.999.
The MT model is trained for 200 epochs using the Adam optimizer [106]. The learning
rate used is 0.001 and the momentum terms β1 and β2 are set to 0.9 and 0.999, respectively.
Additionally, the learning rate is decayed by half every 30 epochs. The unsupervised loss
weight β is set to 3 after performing a grid search. An exponential ramp-up function is
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Table 5.1: Overall results for MT versus supervised-only ATT. Overall results for DGM
versus supervised-only ATT and FC models. The mean and standard deviation of the results
are shown across 5 seeds. Metrics are shown in percentage. Differences are statistically
significant.
Overall Precision Overall Recall Overall F1-score AUROC
ATT 81.65 ± 0.18 80.68 ± 0.17 80.84 ± 0.18 89.08 ± 0.08
MT 82.13 ± 0.10 80.93 ± 0.09 81.26 ± 0.05 89.33 ± 0.03
applied to β such that it ramps up to the maximum value in 100 epochs. The ramp function
is specified in Appendix A.
For consistent and fair evaluation, I use the exact same splits for training and testing
as in sections 3 and 4. Additionally a validation set consisting of 15% of the training set
is used. The teacher model with the lowest validation loss is finally used for testing. All
experiments are run with 5 different random seeds.
5.4.3 Results and Discussion
Table 5.1 and Figure 5.2 show the overall results, and the instrument-wise results, respec-
tively. The MT model outperforms the ATT slightly in terms of overall performance, and
for a majority of instruments.
Comparing the overall performance of the two methods, the MT model marginally
outperforms the ATT model. While the improvement is not considerable, the differences are
statistically significant. Additionally, while the performance of the two models for several
instruments is almost the same, the MT model outperforms the ATT model for most of
the instruments where performance is poor, such as clarinet, accordion, and flute. In the
ATT case, which is a noisy model without consistency regularization, the model may output
vastly different predictions for the same input data for the poor performing instruments. In
the MT model, the teacher can be treated as a smoothed ensemble model, thus producing
relatively stable outputs for difficult labels. Penalizing the difference between the student
and teacher model this leads to improved performance.
Tarvainen and Valpola showed that the MT model typically outperforms fully supervised
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Figure 5.2: Macro-avg F1-scores for all instruments comparing the MT model and
supervised-only ATT model.
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models trained on equal amounts of labeled data using multi-class image datasets such as
CIFAR10 and SVHN [62]. However, there are a few variables that they control during these
experiments:
(i) Number of labeled examples (L)
(ii) Number of unlabeled examples (U )
(iii) Class balance in both labeled and unlabeled data
Typically, U = |D| − L, where D is the dataset being used. The labeled and unlabeled
datasets are created by randomly removing labels from a fixed number of data points in
the dataset. Additionally, both the labeled and unlabeled datasets have class balance. Most
experiments use labeled data ratios L|D| ranging between 0.3% to 10%. The smaller the ratio,
the larger the gap between MT and the fully supervised baseline.
In the case of MIC, however, the OpenMIC dataset is utilizes as is. The OpenMIC
training dataset has approximately 30000 out of around 300000 labels. Unlike image
datasets, this does not imply that there are 270000 unlabeled data points. The MIC task is
multi-label instead of multi-class, implying that the same data point may be associated with
multiple labels. Hence, the total number of data points is much smaller, at around 15000
training audio clips compared to 50000 images in CIFAR10 and close to 75000 images in
SVHN. The fact that MIC is multi-label also makes it unclear how to calculate the ratio of
labeled to unlabeled data. In the image classification benchmarks there is a clear separation
between labeled and unlabeled images, while in the OpenMIC dataset each audio clip is
partially labeled and has at least 1 instrument label. Considering L ≈ 30000, the labeled
data ratio is≈ 10% which is on the higher end of labeled data ratios used in semi-supervised
image classification experiments, which may explain the small difference in performance
between the MT and ATT models.
Additionally, there are many instruments in the MIC task with class imbalance. The
use of consistency regularization with class imbalance may lead to additional difficulties in
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the learning process due to the clustering assumption. Consistency regularization typically
pushes the decision boundary of classifiers towards regions of low density in the latent space.
Class imbalance may lead to additional difficulties causing the decision boundary to traverse
through high density regions of the minority class [141].
Controlled experiments to understand the behavior of MT are difficult using the Open-
MIC dataset, due to the aforementioned reasons. To better understand the behavior of MT
for music classification, an ablation study can be performed using the closely related task
of automatic music tagging. Music tagging is one of the few music classification tasks
with a large-scale dataset available: the Million Song Dataset (MSD)[58]. The goal of
the following experiment is to determine the effectiveness of the MT approach for music
classification using a large-scale dataset. The benefit of using a large-scale dataset is that
controlled experiments with varying labeled data ratios can be conducted. In this case,
unlike OpenMIC, data points are either labeled or completely unlabeled, implying that the
labeled and unlabeled datasets are disjoint instead of overlapping.
5.5 Varying Labeled Data Ratio
Bertin-Mahieux et al. released the MSD to encourage commercial scale MIR research [58].
The MSD is a collection of approximately one million song features along with various tags
obtained from Last.fm1. These tags contain information regarding genre, instrumentation,
era, tempo, etc. Similar to the MIC task, the music tagging task is a multi-label classification
problem. The music tagging task is also setup as a weakly labeled audio classification task,
similar to the MIC task.
The main difference in experiment setup between this music tagging experiment and
the MIC experiment in Section 5.4 is the scale of data available for experiments. The MSD
enables experiment setup identical to research in semi-supervised image classification where
large datasets are partitioned into labeled and unlabeled subsets. This facilitates varying
1https://www.last.fm (Last accessed 7/8/2020)
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Table 5.2: The ATT model compared to two state-of-the-art (SOTA) models for music
tagging using the macro-average AUROC metric. All the datasets are trained with the
MSD using identical data splits. The performance of the SOTA models is obtained from a
large-scale evaluation of music tagging models performed by Won et al. [142].
AUROC
ATT 87.48
Harmonic CNN SOTA [143] 88.98
CRNN SOTA [31] 84.60
the labeled data ratio as well. The OpenMIC dataset on the other is already a smaller
scale dataset and further reducing the amount of labels will likely lead to poor performance
compared to supervised-only approaches.
5.5.1 Pre-processing
Following established literature on music tagging, a subset of ≈ 240000 29 s song clips are
selected from the MSD as these are tagged with the 50 most frequent tags. A standard split2
for training, testing, and validation is used for music tagging with MSD.
To stay as close to the experiment settings used for MIC, VGGish features are used for
the tagging task as well. The ATT model is chosen as the underlying model architecture. To
validate the choice of architecture, the ATT model using labeled data is compared against
standard models from music tagging literature. Table 5.2 shows that the ATT model achieves
close to state-of-the-art performance on music tagging, making it a viable underlying
architecture for the MT model.
5.5.2 Semi-Supervised Music Tagging
In the OpenMIC dataset, there is no separate labeled and unlabeled dataset due to each
data point being partially labeled. For this experiment, however, the MSD training set
D(|D| ≈ 200000) is divided into two disjoint subsets D = Dl
⋃̇
Du: a labeled subset Dl and
unlabeled subset Du. To achieve this, data points are randomly selected from D and added to
2https://github.com/keunwoochoi/MSD split for tagging (Last accessed 7/8/2020)
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Du without the labels. This is similar to how experiments are carried out for image datasets,
as described in Section 5.4.3. This process gives full control over the amount of labeled
and unlabeled data during the experiments. It is important to note that the class imbalance
problem still exists in the music tagging task unlike the image classification experiments.
Experiments are carried out with different ratios |Dl|/|D| selected from:
|Dl|/|D| ∈ {0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.08, 0.16, 0.32}. (5.5)
For each labeled data ratio, the MT model is trained using the remaining partition of the
dataset as unlabeled data. For comparison, ATT models are also trained for each labeled data
ratio. For |Dl|/|D| = 0.08 the labeled data ratio is close to that of the OpenMIC dataset.
Training Procedure
For this experiment, pairs of semi-supervised MT and supervised-only ATT models are
trained under different labeled data ratios.
For the MT models, the underlying model architecture is almost identical to the ATT
model from Section 3. The only change made was using a dropout with probability 0.5
instead of 0.6. A grid search is performed for different values of the unsupervised loss
weight β ∈ 16, 32, 64. The EMA weight α = 0.999 is the same as the MIC experiment.
The model is trained for 100 epochs of the unlabeled subset using the Adam optimization
algorithm [106], with the same initial hyperparameters as the MIC experiment (see Sec-
tion 5.4.2). Note that in one training step two batches of data are processed through the
model: first, the batch sampled from the labeled subset, and second, the batch sampled from
the unlabeled subset. The learning rate schedule, however, is different. Instead of using
a constant decay after a fixed number of epochs, in this case I use exponential ramp-up
and ramp-down functions for the learning rate. A similar schedule is used by Tarvainen
and Valpola [62]. The same ramp-up function is also used for the β term. The ramp-up is
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performed for 10 epochs and ramp-down is performed for 50 epochs. Details of the ramp-up
and ramp-down functions can be found in Appendix A. The teacher with the best validation
loss is chosen for testing.
The supervised-only ATT models are also trained using the Adam optimizer for 200
epochs of only the labeled subset using the same initial optimizer hyperparameters as
above. Technically, training for 200 epochs would be unfair since the effective number
of labeled data epochs in the MT models is much higher. However, it was observed that
models typically converge within 200 epochs in this case. Learning rate is ramped-up and
ramped-down using the same functions as discussed previously. Ramp-up is performed for
20 epochs and ramp-down is performed for 100 epochs. As before, the model with the best
validation loss is chosen for testing.
All experiments are run three times with different random seeds.
5.5.3 Results and Discussion
Figure 5.3 compares the performance of the MT model against the supervised ATT model.
It is very clear from the plot that the amount of labeled data has a very strong influence over
the relative performance of the two models. After a certain amount of labeled data, the fully
supervised model is able to match the performance of the semi-supervised model.
An interesting observation is that while the performance of MT with a small labeled data
ratio is typically better than the fully supervised model with the same ratio, the MT model is
typically inferior to a fully supervised model with double the amount of labeled data.
These results point to possibility that the OpenMIC dataset contains just enough labels
such that the fully supervised ATT model performs only slightly worse than the semi-
supervised MT model.
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Figure 5.3: AUROC on the MSD test set using different amounts of labeled data. It is
clear that the MT model is especially effective when very few labels are used. Another
observation that can be made is that the supervised-only model benefits more strongly from
inclusion of additional labeled data.
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5.6 Conclusion
The consistency regularization approach fares better than the generative modeling approach
for SSL. One of the major differences between the two semi-supervised MIC setups was
that the consistency regularization approach simply modified an already well performing
approach — the ATT model — to also take into account unlabeled data. As discussed in
Section 4.5.3, the ATT model benefits from inductive biases which give it the upper hand in
dealing with weakly labeled data.
Although the difference between the overall performance of the MT model against the
ATT is not very high, there is a statistically significant improvement. Similar improvements
are observed for the music tagging task with a larger scale dataset. This is encouraging since
it demonstrates that methods that leverage unlabeled data are applicable to the MIC task
as well as to other MIR tasks. However, the results of the experiments with the MSD also
demonstrate that SSL methods are most beneficial when there are very few labels available
and even then, they are unable to outperform fully supervised methods with access to even
slightly more labeled data.
Finally, the results for MT also demonstrate low variability across different random
initialization and training/validation splits. The low variability can be attributed to the
consistency regularization as well as the model weight averaging process, which essentially
works as a low pass filter over the student model weight updates. This insight can also be




Research on MIC has largely relied on the availability of labeled training data. This reliance
on annotated data extends to other MIR tasks as well. With the advent of deep learning, the
need for labeled data has increased as deep learning-based models continue to be adopted
in MIR research. However, obtaining strongly labeled data at a large scale is both difficult
and costly. Weakly labeled data, on the other hand, is comparatively easier to obtain. The
challenge lies in the fact that existing methods for MIC are geared towards finely labeled
short clips of music, whereas weakly labeled data tend to be longer clips of coarsely labeled
music. These strongly supervised methods are found to perform poorly when directly
applied to weakly labeled data as shown in Section 3.3. Weakly labeled data also tend to
have incomplete labeling which poses an additional challenge. Thus, I present different
strategies to leverage weakly labeled data for the task of MIC.
These strategies may be classified into two categories depending on the problem they
aim to solve: (i) learning effectively from weak labels in music data, and (ii) leveraging
missing labels or unlabeled music data. The method presented in Chapter 3 belongs to
the first category, the method presented in Chapter 4 belongs to the second category, and
the method presented in Chapter 5 belongs to both categories. These methods share the
common property of being ‘weakly supervised’, either by virtue of using weakly labeled
data for training, or by virtue of utilizing missing labels or unlabeled data.
Chapter 3 answers RQ1 by formulating the MIC task as a MIML problem. This frame-
work enables the use of an attention-based prediction aggregation strategy that outperforms
models based on previous state-of-the-art approaches for MIC. The attention mechanism
works well for WLD since it simplifies the task by attending to parts of the input which are
relevant for a particular instrument, thus separating the task of localization and detection.
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As discussed in Section 3.4, this approach makes a few simplifying assumptions which
may not hold for music. In this model, every instance is assumed to be independent from
other instances. This assumption does not necessarily hold for music, where neighboring
instances in a song will likely be highly correlated. Hence a possible extension of the
approach involves relaxing the instance independence assumption. Additionally, in the
MIML framework, all the labels are considered independent from each other. Again, this
assumption is very strict for musical instruments. While the model may implicitly learn
instrument correlations due to the shared embedding layers, it may be worth exploring
methods that explicitly model label correlations.
Chapter 4 jointly answers RQ2 and RQ3. In a paradigm shift from purely discriminative
modeling, generative modeling is applied to the task of MIC with missing labels. The
binary relevance decomposition is applied to the OpenMIC dataset to convert the multi-label
problem into multiple binary classification problems, thus dividing the dataset into a labeled
set and an unlabeled set for each instrument. A semi-supervised DGM is presented which
models the generative process of the data as a function of latent factors and the labels. This
model outperforms supervised-only baseline but fails to outperform the supervised-only ATT
model. The poorer performance compared to the attention model may be explained by the
fact that the generative model is not equipped with mechanisms to deal with weakly labeled
data. The input audio is generally longer (10 s) than typical generative models of audio
are trained with. Additionally, ATT has the benefit of being trained in a multi-label setting.
Incorporating these inductive biases into the DGM may lead to further improvements.
Chapter 5 answers RQ3 by following a different method for SSL based on consistency
regularization. This approach relies on penalizing inconsistency in model outputs for
stochastically perturbed data. This regularization method is unsupervised and hence may be
applied to both labeled and unlabeled data. The particular method, called the Mean Teacher,
utilizes a student-teacher approach. The MT model outperforms even the ATT model.
Although the difference in performance is not large, the improvement is encouraging and
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Table 6.1: Characteristics of the three proposed models for MIC
For Weakly Labeled Semi-Supervised Multi-Label Generative
ATT 3 7 3 7
DGM 7 3 7 3
MT 3 3 3 7
Table 6.2: Comparison of all proposed models in terms of overall metrics. Metrics are
shown as percentages. The mean and standard deviation is shown across different random
seeds.
Overall Precision Overall Recall Overall F1-score AUROC
ATT 81.65 ± 0.18 80.68 ± 0.17 80.84 ± 0.18 89.08 ± 0.08
DGM 79.79 ± 0.16 81.14 ± 0.11 79.54 ± 0.19 88.78 ± 0.05
MT 82.13 ± 0.10 80.93 ± 0.09 81.26 ± 0.05 89.33 ± 0.03
shows that unlabeled data can indeed be used in a limited labeled data scenario. Additional
experiments carried out with the larger scale MSD for music tagging reinforce the validity
of these claims (see 5.5). The MT approach shows a considerable improvement over
supervised-only models for very small labeled data ratios.
6.1 Contributions
The main contribution of this thesis is the introduction of novel methods for MIC which can
effectively learn using limited labeled data. These methods also establish new state-of-the-
art performance for MIC on the OpenMIC dataset (see Table 6.2 and Table 6.1). Literature
in MIC — and MIR in general — rarely discusses learning with limited amounts of labeled
data and hence this thesis adds to the repertoire of techniques that the community can utilize
to make the most of available data.
6.1.1 Multi-Instance Learning and Attention for MIC
The first contribution of this thesis is an attention-based model developed to handle weakly
labeled data. The MIC task is formulated as a MIML problem wherein the input audio clip
is treated as a bag of multiple instances. The labels for the clip are known but individual
instance labels are unknown. The proposed model independently predicts the instance-level
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labels and uses an attention-based aggregation strategy to obtain the clip-level labels. In
this manner, the model has the ability to detect presence of instruments in long clips of
music regardless of the duration of their activity. The model is compared against various
methods for MIC that are not specifically designed for weakly labeled data, as well as naive
prediction aggregation methods. The proposed method outperforms all baseline methods.
6.1.2 Semi-Supervised Deep Generative Model
The second contribution is a novel generative modeling-based system for MIC that is capable
of leveraging missing labels in the OpenMIC dataset. This is the first model for MIC that
combines SSL and generative modeling to learn from both labeled and unlabeled data. The
semi-supervised DGM models the data generative process using latent factors and the class
label as well, thus allowing labels to be incorporated in the typically unsupervised VAE
learning process [61, 60]. The model additionally learns a classification network in tandem
that infers labels for unlabeled data. The proposed model is compared against a simple
supervised classification network and the weakly supervised attention model, both of which
are only trained using the labeled part of the dataset. The generative model outperforms the
simpler classification network but fails to outperform the attention model.
6.1.3 Mean Teacher Model
The final contribution of the thesis is a second SSL-based approach: the MT model. The MT
model is a consistency regularization-based SSL technique that utilizes stochasticity in the
network and data, as well as model weight averaging. The consistency regularization loss is
an unsupervised loss and hence can be used for the missing labels in the OpenMIC dataset.
In the proposed MT approach, the same input is provided to a student and teacher model,
both of which use dropout as a source of stochasticity. The teacher model is the exponential
moving average of student model weights from all previous training steps. The unsupervised
loss term encourages the student to produce outputs ‘consistent’ with the teacher model.
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This method marginally outperforms even the attention-based model.
6.1.4 Additional Contributions
In the early stages of this work, MIC using strongly labeled data is explored. The main
focus was to evaluate different categories of neural networks applied to the IAD task.
To that end, the MedleyDB [78] multi-track dataset is extended by collecting, and
processing 258 additional multi-track data, released as the Mixing Secrets [79] dataset,
with broad impact in both MIC as well as music source separation research. Subsequently
MLPs, CNNs, and CRNNs are trained to recognize 18 instruments in short 1 s clips of audio.
These models are evaluated at various time-resolutions. CNNs and CRNNs were found to
significantly outperform MLPs. The difference between CNNs and CRNNs was found to be
negligible, possibly owing to the short duration of the input samples which render CNNs as
effective as the CRNNs in learning temporal features.
Reflecting on the experimental setup, however, pointed to several issues in the data being
used to train and evaluate the MIC systems. The multi-track data used to train the systems
was severely imbalanced in terms of both instrument classes and genres. Additionally,
the total number of unique artists and tracks in the dataset is very low and may cause
generalization issues in models trained with this data.
6.2 Future Directions
The methods presented in this thesis explore problems that have not received much attention
in MIC research. These pertain to challenges that exist specifically in weakly labeled
data: (i) coarse labels for relatively long clips of audio, and (ii) incomplete labeling or
missing labels. These are unexplored problems not just for the MIC task but also in the
MIR community. The goal of this thesis is to guide future research towards solving these
data challenges by adopting methods for semi-supervised learning or generative modeling.
Having set the foundation and establishing the effectiveness of these methods, I propose a
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few research directions that may lead to more breakthroughs in the MIC task.
6.2.1 Transfer Learning
All the proposed methods in this thesis share the same transfer learned VGGish features.
While transfer learning has been shown to perform well in most contexts, in this case the
domain of data used to train the transfer learning VGGish model may be too general. The
VGGish CNN is trained using an audio dataset extracted from Youtube videos at the scale
of multi-million 10 s audio clips. While music does make up a part of the dataset, it also
contains other verticals such as video games, food, vehicles, etc. The use of a model trained
with out-of-domain audio may limit the advantage of using the transfer learned features
directly. Music has temporal and harmonic structure often absent in other modalities of
audio such as speech or environmental audio recordings.
A straightforward solution to this is to fine-tune the VGGish model using the OpenMIC
dataset instead of using it as a feature extractor. Another approach to use models trained
with a larger music dataset which may be more capable of extracting music-specific features.
These models may be trained in the supervised manner for tasks accompanied by large
datasets such as the MSD and subsequently used as feature extractors. An alternative is to
use unsupervised representation learning methods with large datasets. Another approach to
tackle the problem of domain shift is domain adaptation.
6.2.2 Relaxing MIL Assumptions
The MIL framework is utilized in sections 3 and 5 to improve model performance in learning
from weakly labeled data. Section 6.1.1 mentions the assumptions in the MIL setting, and
that these assumptions do not necessarily hold for music data. One of these is the instance
independence assumption. This may easily be relaxed by modifying the instance-level
scoring function (see Section 3.2.1). The use of RNNs is already discussed in Section 3.
Newer model architectures such as transformers [144] are shown to be able to model self-
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similarity in sequential data. These models may also be utilized in the MIL setting to relax
the instance independence assumption. Note that this applies to the supervised ATT model
as well as the semi-supervised ATT model.
The other assumption is that of label independence. Models strictly following the MIML
framework will ignore any relationships between labels. The ATT model shares weights
in the embedding layer and is therefore able to learn a shared representation for all labels.
However, methods that explicitly model label correlations have shown to significantly
improve multi-label classification systems, thus making it a viable research direction for the
future.
6.2.3 Data Augmentation in Consistency Regularized SSL
The ATT method presented in Section 5 relies on dropout in the model architecture as
the sole source of stochasticity. In recent SSL literature, the benefits of using weak and
strong image data augmentation methods have been illustrated [116, 145]. In images, weak
augmentation refers to simple transformations such as translation, rotation, and cropping.
Strong augmentations are involve heavy distortions to the source image. Data augmentation
strategies have also been studied for music [146, 147]. These may be leveraged in the ATT
setting directly or in other consistency regularization-based SSL methods.
I conclude my thesis with the hope that future research in MIC can gain inspiration from
the introduction of methods aiming to solve problems that are yet to be explored in the
literature. These include:
1. Weakly labeled MIC: an attention mechanism to solve the weakly labeled MIC task
framed as a MIL problem is proposed.
2. Learning from limited labeled data: generative modeling and consistency regulariza-
tion approaches for SSL are presented in this thesis.
Stepping back and focusing on the larger goal of improving MIR systems, this thesis brings
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to light various data challenges that exist in a field that is increasingly reliant on data-driven





RAMP FUNCTIONS FOR MT TRAINING
A.1 Ramp-up
A sigmoid-shaped ramp-up function is used as described by Tarvainen and Valpola [62]:
w(x) = exp−5(1− x)2, (A.1)
where x ∈ [0, 1]. As x goes linearly from 0 to 1 (number of epochs reach the ramp-up
termination criteria), w(x) follows the curve shown in Figure A.1.
A.2 Ramp-down
Ramp-downs also follow the sigmoid shape:
w(x) = 1− exp−12.5x2, (A.2)
where x ∈ [0, 1]. As x goes linearly from 0 to 1 (number of epochs reach the ramp-down
termination criteria), w(x) follows the curve shown in Figure A.2.
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Figure A.1: Ramp-up function used during mean teacher training. Here the ramp-up happens
for 50 epochs












Figure A.2: Ramp-down function used during mean teacher training. Here the ramp-down
happens for 50 epochs
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APPENDIX B
TRANSFER LEARNING WITH VGGISH
All experiments performed with the OpenMIC dataset in this thesis used the VGGish
embeddings that accompany the dataset. These embeddings are extracted from a deep CNN
architecture very similar to VGG-11 architecture. The VGGish model uses 4 convolutional
blocks instead of 5 and uses a 128-dimensional fully connected layer at the end. The VGGish
model is trained using large amounts (more than 8 million) of Youtube audio clips for audio
classification.
The OpenMIC dataset was passed through the pre-trained model to obtain the VGGish
features. Each clip in the dataset represented by a 10 × 128-dimensional feature. Each
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